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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

The terms reactive or energetic materials describes a class of material consisting of two or more 

nonexplosive solids that release large quantities of chemical and kinetic energies upon ignition. 

This dissertation centers around a class of reactions called thermite reactions.  A thermite 

reaction is a reduction-oxidation (redox) reaction, characterized by a high reaction temperature, 

low gas production, and the production of molten slag.  Notably, this reaction does not require 

atmospheric oxygen for combustion.  Most thermite formulations are insensitive to corrosion, 

friction, spark, shock, contaminants, moisture, and variations in composition [1].  A common 

example of a thermite reaction, as seen below in equation 1.1, involves aluminum acting as the 

reducing agent for an iron oxide fuel. 

𝐹𝑒2𝑂3 +  2𝐴𝑙 → 2𝐹𝑒 +  𝐴𝑙2𝑂3     (1.1) 

This reaction produces large amounts of heat, molten iron and aluminum oxides.  Thermite 

reactions often reach temperatures of several thousand degrees Celsius [1].  

The same reaction is the basis of a novel reactive material paste, the subject of interest for this 

dissertation.  This body of work details the creation of the paste, its printing parameters, its 

reaction characteristics, and its joining applications.   

 

Literature Review 

The work presented here is highly interdisciplinary in nature: it touches on topics ranging from 

additive manufacturing techniques, highly viscous fluid flow, energetic materials, chemical 
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equilibrium analysis, and metal joining techniques.  Consequently, background information is 

required for each of these fields. 

 

Additive Manufacturing 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is classified by process methodology, not necessarily by material 

type.  Table 1 shows the ASTM defined AM technologies. 

 

Process Categories Technology Materials 

Binder Jetting 3D Printing 

Ink-Jetting 

S-Print 

M-Print 

Metal 

Polymer 

Ceramic 

Direct Energy Deposition Direct Metal Deposition 

Laser Deposition 

Laser Consolidation 

Electron Beam Direct Melting 

Metal Powder 

Metal Wire 

Material extrusion Fused Deposition Modeling Polymer 

Material Jetting Polyject 

Ink-jetting 

Thermojet 

Photosensitive polymers 

Powder Bed Fusion Selective Laser Sintering 

Selective Laser Melting 

Electron Beam Melting 

Metal 

Polymer 

Ceramic 

Sheet lamination Ultrasonic Consolidation 

Laminated Object 

Manufacture 

Hybrid 

Metal 

Ceramic 

Vat photopolymerization Stereolithography 

Digital Light Processing 

Photopolymer 

Ceramic 

Table 1 - Table showing ASTM defined AM process categories, technology examples, and 

materials.  Adapted from [2]. 
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These processes represent a wide array of bonding techniques and materials. However, for this 

work, the most relevant and analogous techniques are binder jetting, material extrusion, and 

material jetting.  

 

Binder Jetting 

Binder jetting is an additive manufacturing process where a liquid binding agent is selectively 

deposited onto a powder bed to create a final part.  This process can be seen in Figure 1.  A layer 

of powder is spread across a print bed.  A printhead selectively deposits binder, creating a layer 

of the part.  The next layer of powder is then spread across the print bed.  The binding agent is 

then deposited again, and the process repeats until the full part is created. 

 

 

Figure 1 - Schematic of the binder jetting process.  Adapted from [3]. 

 

Binder jetting is capable of creating parts out of a variety of materials, including metals, 

polymers, and ceramics.  For polymers, the part is complete after the initial printing process; no 

additional processing is necessary.  For metals and ceramics, an additional processing step is 
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necessary after the initial printing phase, generally a sintering or pressing phase to achieve high 

density materials.   

In addition to standard polymer part manufacturing, binder jetting of metals and ceramics have 

seen application in the dental industry and in the creation of metal-ceramic hybrids [4-6].   

 

Material Extrusion 

Material extrusion is often the technique thought of when discussing 3D printing.  Fused 

deposition modeling (FDM) consists of a thermopolymer filament being actuated through a 

heated nozzle and then deposited on a build plate.  The print head deposits the filament into the 

shape of the manufactured part layer by layer.  There is a wide variety of polymers available for 

FDM printing, but common material options include polylactic acid (PLA), acrylonitrile 

butadiene styrene (ABS), Nylon, polyether ether ketone (PEEK), and thermoplastic polyurethane 

(TPU). 

 

 

Figure 2 – Schematic of a material extrusion printing process. Adapted from [6] 
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Since FDM was invented in the 1980s, it’s a mature field with an assortment of unique materials. 

A common variation on traditional FDM is to use filaments with high mass proportions of metal 

or ceramic polymers.  These parts are created using an FDM printer, and then undergo post-

processing.  The Virtual Foundry recommends either polishing or sintering parts printed from 

their filament immediately after printing [7].  Markforged and Desktop Metal both recommend 

an intermediate step to remove the polymer before sintering.  

 

Material Jetting 

Material jetting consists of a printhead (similar to a standard inkjet printhead) depositing a 

droplet of photosensitive material onto a print surface and then immediately curing and 

solidifying the droplet with an ultraviolet light.  This creates a part built first by droplets and then 

by layers. The materials most often used for material jetting are photosensitive polymers, but any 

particle, like metal or ceramic particles, suspended in a photosensitive polymer could 

theoretically be manufactured via material jetting.  
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Figure 3 - Schematic of material jetting.  Adapted from [8]. 

 

Additive Manufacturing of Highly Viscous Materials 

All of the techniques discussed thus far are commercially accepted AM methodologies, and are 

easy for an end-user to purchase and operate.  However, there exists extensive research into the 

additive manufacturing of highly viscous materials, like pastes and inks.  These techniques often 

use a variation of a syringe (or other reservoir) and a nozzle to extrude the material, which then 

cures into a hardened state.  This is most analogous to FDM printing, but comes with its own 

challenges and advantages and is thus considered completely separate for this work.   

 

Direct Ink Writing 

Direct ink writing is a manufacturing method consisting of a computer controlled stage and an 

ink-deposition nozzle that deposits patterns or architectures onto a bed or substrate [9].  This is a 

broad category that includes both droplet- and continuous filament-based methods. 
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Figure 4 - Schematic illustration of direct ink writing techniques: a) continuous filament writing 

and b) droplet jetting.  Adapted from [10]. 

 

In 2006, Lewis et al. created a series of colloidal inks capable of creating fine features and 

geometries (200 µm) using continuous filament writing techniques.  These inks were also 

capable of creating large structures (>5mm in size) that exhibited gap spanning characteristics of 

10mm [10].  These spanning characteristics are also seen in Ahn et al. for planar and 3D printing 

of conductive inks [11].  Direct ink writing has been used to create lithium ion batteries, to 

embed soft somatosensitive actuators in a 3D printed structure, and to print microfluidic circuitry 

[12-14]. 

 

Direct Ink Writing of Ceramics and Metals 

Jakus et al. developed a method of 3D printing highly viscous inks into green-body structures 

that undergo a thermochemical transformation into sintered metallic parts.  Metal-oxide and 
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metal powders are mixed with polylactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA) and a solvent, creating a 

printable ink.  These inks can be 3D printed under ambient conditions via extrusion and can 

create millimeter- and centimeter- scale structures.  The resulting green bodies can be 

transformed into metallic structures via sintering [15].  The structures created through this 

process are highly complex and robust, as seen in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5 - Particle laden inks and the printing process.  Adapted from [15] 

 

This process has also been shown to work with Lunar and Martian regolith simulant inks (LRS 

and MRS, respectively).  The PLGA is dissolved in a solvent, dichloromethane (DCM), and then 

Lunar or Martian regolith is mixed into the dissolved polymer.  The resulting ink is printed using 

an ink-based technique, and then the resulting structured is sintered into a finished structure [16]. 
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Figure 6 - Printing process of Lunar and Martian regolith simulant inks (LRS and MRS) and the 

resulting structures.  Adapted from [16]. 

 

Direct ink write has also been used to create ceramic structures.  Droplet-based techniques using 

wax-based colloidal inks have been used to produce ceramic structures with high aspect ratio 

walls, while continuous filament techniques have resulted in millimeter scale ceramic structures 

Lewis et al. have also shown that the green body produced by solvent-based colloidal fluids still 

contain enough polymeric binder to facilitate post-deposition handling while still being rapidly 

removed during heat treatment [17]. 

 

Concrete 

In regards to printing methodology, some 3D printing concrete techniques are most similar to 

continuous filament direct ink writing.  However, 3D printing concrete operates on a 

significantly larger scale than other direct ink write processes due to the nature of the 

applications. An early example of a continuous filament process in concrete was in 2004, with a 

contour crafting (CC) method.   
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Figure 7 - Contour crafting process.  Reproduced from [18] 

 

The contour crafting process, as shown in Figure 7, consists of an extrusion process through a 

nozzle and a smoothing process with an attached trowel. The trowel is used to smooth the 

surfaces, which is necessary in a large scale process.  Any surface defects or mass-related 

displacement will alter the placement of the next layer.  A smoothing process ensures that the 

previous layer has a good printing surface for subsequent layers.  This method could be used to 

rapidly create large-scale habitats and houses [18]. 

Unlike contour crafting, recent advancements in concrete 3D printing use in-process monitoring 

to ensure layer adhesion and print behavior instead of using a trowel to ensure adequate print 
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surfaces.  Wolfs et al. use a real-time height measurement and feedback system to account for 

non-flat surfaces and to account for the printed structure deforming under its own mass.  This 

results in uniform layers and eliminates any printing defects caused by excess nozzle height or 

insufficient nozzle height [19]. 

 

 

Figure 8 - 3D printing concrete on a non-flat surface with arbitrary curvature and height 

variations.  Adapted from [19]. 

 

Another advance in 3D printing concrete comes through optimization of path-planning for 3D 

printing.  Concrete is constantly extruded through the nozzle during the printing process, unlike 

FDM methods or polymeric ink-writing where quick starts and stops of material are possible.  

Because of this, traditional slicers are generally not optimized for a continuous flow.  With more 

advanced slicing software, optimized printing paths are now able to be generated for concrete 

printing, resulting in stronger parts [20,21]. 
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Figure 9 - Comparison between a non-optimized (a) and optimized (b) printing path.  Adapted 

from [20] 
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Figure 10 - Examples of full-scale builds from various concrete printing methods. A) D-Shape, b) 

contour crafting, and c) concrete printing.  Adapted from [20]. 

 

Reactive Material Architectures 

Reactive, or energetic, materials are defined as materials that store a high amount of chemical 

energy.  This typically includes explosives, pyrotechnics, propellants, and fuels.  The precision 

of additive manufacturing technology can be combined with reactive materials to create reactive 
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material architectures.  Reactive material architectures (RMA’s) are structures that can control 

reaction characteristics, like reaction rate and heat deposition, through internal voids and 

geometries in addition to changes in chemical composition.  In a recent study, Sullivan et al. 

created thermite-based RMA’s by 3D printing silver substrate architectures and depositing 26 

and 156 µm thick nanothermite layers via electrophoretic deposition.  These architectures are 

submillimeter in scale and has propagation velocities ranging from 7 to 35 m/s for thin films (26 

µm) and 50-140 m/s for thick films (156 µm).  Most notably, these architectures were able to 

successfully control reaction velocity through the creation of two geometries, hurdles and 

channels.   

 

 

Figure 11 - a) Optical image of the 3D printing process for channels (left) and hurdles (right) 

composed of nanoparticle ink.  Adapted from [22]. 

 

For channel-based RMA’s, the decreasing the spacing increases the propagation velocity. The 

spacing could be altered to produce a peak propagation velocity of two- to three-times greater 
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than the baseline value.  Hurdle-based RMA’s showed the opposite effect, where increasing the 

spacing increases the propagation velocity, once again resulting in peak propagation values two- 

to three-times higher than the baseline velocity [22].   

Murry et al. showed an interesting extension of inkjet printing techniques to create two-

component additively manufactured nanothermite structures.  Two inert colloidal suspensions of 

nanoaluminum and nanocopper (II) oxide in dimethylformamide with polyvinylpyrrolidone were 

sequentially deposited on a substrate using piezoelectric inkjet printing.  The two materials were 

deposited such that the inks were adjacent and overlapping, resulting in in situ mixing of the 

materials.  These samples reached reaction temperatures and reaction speeds comparable to 

samples printed from a single nozzle, thereby showing that in situ mixing is a viable technique 

for future energetic deposition.  This allows for safer material handling, since the components are 

largely inert before mixing, and allows for the development of more sensitive energetic materials 

previously deemed unsuitable for inkjet printing [23]. 

Another ink-based method was developed by Ruz-Nuglo et al. using a fluropolymer based ink.  

The ink was developed with micron and nanoscale aluminum as the fuel.  These ink traces were 

printed using direct ink writing using a pen technique, and resulted in material with combustion 

velocities of 30 ± 3 mm/s (micron scale aluminum) and 32 ± 2 mm/s (nanoscale aluminum).  

This indicates that the combustion rates and energy deposition can be tailored through 

architectures [24]. 

 In addition to ink-based methods, there have been reactive material architectures created using 

filament-based techniques.  Fleck et al. created a fluoropolymer based energetic to be used in 

fusion based material extrusion.  The filament was composed of a polyvinylidene fluoride 

(PVDF) binder with a 20% mass loading of aluminum.  This filament was then printed in a 
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commercially available printer, Makerbot Replicator 2X, and resulted in comparable reactivity 

and burning rates when compared to a non-printed energetic [25]. 

 

 

Figure 12 - The Purdue University logo printed in a) ABS and b) Al/PVDF.  C) The STL file used 

for printing.  Adapted from [25]. 

 

These results are significant because they significantly decrease the manufacturing complexity 

associated with RMA’s.  With a reactive filament, structures can be printed on a commercially 
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available desktop 3D printer, and structures can be created using commercially available slicing 

technology.  

 

Reactive Material Architecture Applications 

3D Printed Rocket Motors 

An extension of RMA’s is to create rocket motors.  The concept of 3D printing rocket motors is 

not new; in 2015 Huang et al. detailed the electrospray deposition of energetic polymer 

nanocomposites with high mass particle loadings as a prelude to 3D printing rocket motors [26].  

However, recent rapid developments in ink-based printing have led to similar developments in 

additively manufactured rocket propellant.  In 2018, Chandru et al. created a propellant ink 

composed of aluminum perchlorate as the oxidizer, ferric oxide as a catalyst, hydroxyl-

terminated polybutadiene (HTPB) as a fuel/binder, dioctyl adipate (DOA) as a plasticizer, and 

isophorone di-isocyanate (IPDI) as a curing agent.  This mixture was extruded via a nozzle to 

create different 3D printed propellant grains [27]. 
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Figure 13 - Representations of a) CAD cross sections of port geometries, and b) corresponding 3D-

printed propellant grains. Adapted from [27]. 

 

Recent work has shown the ability to print very high viscosity mixtures through a vibration 

assisted printing technique.  Ultrasonic vibrations of a frequency of 30.3 kHz and a peak to peak 

amplitude of 8 µm were used to induce the flow rate of the propellant at the nozzle tip.  This was 

used to print ammonium perchlorate composite propellants at 85% solids loading using HTPB 

and a UV-curable polyurethane binder.  The resulting prints had some porosity due to gas 

generation, but overall the system can produce strands of composite propellant with high solids 

loading without additional processing chemicals.  Additionally, complex grain geometries that 

were previously not possible due to the high viscosities are now possible [28]. 

 

Reactive Material Joining Applications 

The traditional example of joining with reactive materials is thermite welding.  A thermite 

reaction is a reduction-oxidation (redox) reaction, characterized by a high reaction temperature, 

low gas production, and the production of molten slag.  Thermite rail welding was popularized in 
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the early 1900s as a method to quickly join and repair rail ties.  The process remains relatively 

unchanged today. A crucible filled with a thermite composed of aluminum and iron oxide is 

suspended over the rail ties.  The thermite mixture is ignited, creating molten iron and slag.  The 

slag, composed primarily of aluminum oxide, floats to the surface, while the molten iron flows 

out the bottom of the crucible and onto the joint.  The iron then solidifies, forming a new joint 

[29].  A similar process can be used to join large electrical cables, except the thermite is 

composed of aluminum and copper oxide.  This mixture results in molten copper and slag, with 

the molten copper flowing down and forming the joint [30]. 

Another joining method related to reactive materials is exothermic brazing.  Exothermic brazing 

using the heat generated from a solid-state or near solid-state reaction, like thermite, to melt a 

filler material for joining processes [31].  Exothermic brazing has previously been used to join 

hydraulic aircraft fittings, as well as underwater and in-space [32-34].  
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Figure 14 - Diagram of exothermic brazing setup from NASA Skylab experiment.  Adapted from 

[34]. 

 

As seen in Figure 14, exothermic brazing traditionally required fixturing to hold the energetic 

around the joint.  This adds a level of complexity for exothermic brazing.   

However, with reactive material architectures, the fixturing formerly needed for exothermic 

brazing can be eliminated.  Reactive material architectures can provide tailored heat deposition 

around a joint without the need for a skilled operator or fixturing.  Additive manufacturing can 

create unique structures either through material deposition or direct ink writing techniques.  

These techniques are currently used in conjunction with energetic materials to create propellant 

technologies, but there are no applications in exothermic brazing.  There exists a need for a low-

cost, additively manufactured energetic capable of tailored heat deposition for joining.  This 
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work details a novel solution, showing the properties of several thermite-based reactive material 

pastes, their printing properties, architecture specific behaviors, reaction rate, and heat deposition 

properties with respect to joining.    
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CHAPTER 2: ADDITIVELY MANUFACTURED REACTIVE MATERIAL ARCHITECTURES AS A 

PROGRAMMABLE HEAT SOURCE 

 

The following work was previously published in 3D Printing and Additive Manufacturing in 

Volume 6, issue 4. 

 

 

Abstract 

Until recently, the reactive properties of energetic materials have traditionally been tuned 

through chemical composition. However, with the emergence of additive manufacturing (AM) 

technology, the reaction can also be tuned through the construction of custom shapes known as 

reactive material architectures (RMA). In this work, we present the development and empirical 

evaluation of a thermite paste tuned for additively manufacturing reactive material architectures. 

The resulting architectures were ignited and recorded using a high speed camera to determine the 

influence of the architectural features on the speed of reaction and the ability of the reaction to 

jump to neighboring architectures. Additionally, in a constructive application, a sample lap joint 

was created using AM thermite architectures to demonstrate joining possibilities.  The reaction 

characteristics were successfully shown to be controllable via architectures, which creates a wide 

range of opportunities for both constructive and destructive engineering applications.   

 

Introduction 

Advances in additive manufacturing technology have created a wide range of new applications 

including printing food for nutritional control1, bioprinting of organs2, and printing low-cost 

flexible sensors3.  Traditional 3D printing has primarily been utilized for rapid prototyping in 

both polymers and metals. Recent developments in additive manufacturing have advanced the 
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concept of 4D printing4, which introduces a time dependent component to a printed structure. A 

4D printed structure has the ability to change shape or perform an action in response to a specific 

stimulus. Recent work by Tibbits et al and Raviv et al created structures that were printed out of 

a rigid polymer and a hydrophilic polymer that expands when in contact with water, creating 

parts that asymmetrically swell and self-assemble.4,5  Similarly, structures have been printed 

using shape memory polymers that allow for temperature activated shape changes.6  Outside the 

realm of stimuli dependent shape changes, there exists other 4D printing concepts and 

applications.  A common biomaterials application aims to create a biocompatible scaffold that 

eventually undergoes a planned degradation, as seen in bone tissue engineering7 and in other 

medical applications.8   

One emerging application of additive manufacturing inspired by the stimulus-dependent 

response of 4D printing builds on a relatively old technology – thermite – where the precision of 

additive manufacturing is harnessed to create custom thermite shapes known as reactive material 

architectures (RMAs).9 A thermite reaction is a highly exothermic redox reaction between a 

metal and metal oxide.  This generates a large amount of energy and produces slag and an 

elemental metal. The traditional thermite reaction between iron oxide and aluminum is Fe2O3 + 

2Al → 2Fe + Al2O3.  This reaction requires an ignition temperature of approximately 1650° C 

(typically burns at approximately 2200°C) and generates aluminum oxide slag and molten iron.10  

This specific formulation has traditionally been used in the rail road industry to weld tracks, 

where the molten iron generated by the thermite reaction flows into a void between rails, 

resulting in a new joint.11   

Reactive material architectures enable a unique ability to control the reaction using 

internal voids and geometries in addition to changes in chemical composition. In recent work, 
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Sullivan et al. created thermitic RMAs by 3D printing silver substrate architectures and 

depositing 26 μm and 156 μm thick thermite layers using electrophoretic deposition. This 

approach can produce sub-millimeter scale architectures with architecture spacing on the scale of 

10 mm and propagation velocities ranging from 7-35 m/s for thin films (26 μm) and 50-140 m/s 

for thicker films (156 μm).  These architectures were able to successfully control the reaction 

velocity through material spacing.9 Inkjet printing has also emerged as a method to create 

architectures on the scale of 100s-1000s of nanometers12 using nanoaluminum and nanocopper 

(II) oxide. While Sullivan et al and Murray et al have presented technological demonstrations of 

RMAs, the proposed methods operate at limited scales and can only deposit small amounts of 

thermite, thus limiting the amount of reactive material energy that can be integrated into a 

structure.   There has been work utilizing more traditional 3D printing methods on a macroscale.  

Ruz-Nuglo et al and Fleck et al have both shown success in printing fluoropolymer based 

reactive materials, creating structures at the macroscale (>0.5mm).  These works demonstrate 

macroscale printing, but both require polymer synthesis techniques as well as refined filament 

creation techniques to avoid unintended ignition13,14. 

This work explores a new macroscale reactive material formulation and its applications in the 

joining of materials. We detail the development and characterization of a thermite paste suitable 

for additively manufacturing RMAs and demonstrate a constructive application where a RMA 

was ignited to join a lap joint. 

 

Materials and Methods 

The goal of this work is threefold: first, to develop and characterize a curing thermite paste and 

determine its printability; second, to evaluate the chemical reaction of a series of simple RMAs; 
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and third, present a use-inspired application of the RMA to harness the energy dense material for 

constructive purposes. 

 

Creation of a Curing Thermite Paste 

The thermite paste is composed of iron oxide (Fe2O3), aluminum powder, and calcium sulfate 

hemihydrate (CaSO4 ∙ 0.5 H2O)—gypsum powder–in a 3:2:2 mass ratio.  The iron oxide particles 

and aluminum particles are 30 microns in size, both supplied by Alpha Chemicals.  Once the dry 

powder is thoroughly mixed, water is added in a ratio of 1.8 mL of water per gram of mixed 

powder.  Water activates the gypsum powder binder, which immediately begins to cure.  To slow 

the curing process, less than 0.1% by weight of tartaric acid is dissolved into the water before 

mixing. Tartaric acid is a known gypsum plaster retardant, and must be added to extend the 

working life of the paste.15 Once the paste is mixed, there is approximately 45 minutes of 

working time before the mixture is too viscous to print.  The exact cure time depends on ambient 

temperature, water temperature, and volume of paste.  Generally, cooler temperatures and larger 

volumes result in longer curing times.  
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Figure 15 – a) Shear rate and viscosity data for the uncured thermite paste. b) Nozzle and tubing 

configuration for the syringe printing setup. e,d) Uncured printed thermite structures 

 

Printing Parameters 

The printing parameters depend greatly on viscosity.  Figure 15a shows the viscosity profile of 

the thermite paste, which was tested using a stress controlled rheometer (TA-DHR3) in a 40 mm 

parallel plate configuration.  The gap was 1 mm, and the shear rate swept from 2000 1/s to 0.01 

1/s. To control for the effects of curing on the rheology, samples were tested immediately after 

creation.  Each shear sweep took no longer than 16 minutes.  The shear rate at the nozzle is 

calculated to be approximately 224 1/s, which corresponds to a viscosity of 0.64 Pa·s. Overall, 

the paste exhibits viscosity characteristics favorable for additive manufacturing, with the material 

holding its shape after extrusion but before curing. 

The thermite mixture was printed using the Discov3ry 1.0, a syringe-based paste printing process 

by Structur3D Printing (Kitchener, ON, Canada) that was attached to an Ultimaker 2+ and used 

in place of the built-in extrusion system. The paste was loaded into a syringe and the plunger of 
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the syringe was depressed at a constant rate, moving the paste through .0125 inch inner diameter 

tubing and then extruding through a 1.6mm diameter nozzle (14 gauge) held in the Discov3ry.  

The deposited paste width, as coded and printed, was 1.6mm with a layer height coded at 1.5mm.  

The layer height was smaller than the diameter of the nozzle to promote adhesion between 

layers.  All structures printed for this work were 3 layers in height (4.5mm tall cumulatively), 

though structures up to 5 layers (6mm) in height have been successfully printed. 

 

Curing 

Immediately after printing, the paste was cured in a forced air oven (Cascade Tek, model: 

CTF322).  For a sample of dimensions 4.8x4.5mm, we observed the samples were fully cured 

after 20 minutes at 45°C and then 2 hours at room temperature.  To determine the cured state, a 

series of samples of different cross sectional areas (50 mm2 and 363 mm2) were created.  These 

samples were all cured under the same conditions until they reached a moisture content of 3-5%, 

as measured by a pin-type moisture meter (part #MMD4E, by General Tools).  These samples 

were cross-sectioned to confirm that they were fully cured. 

The curing process of the mixture is not a temperature dependent reaction, but rather is 

dependent on the presence of the calcium sulfate similar in manner to the process in which 

gypsum plaster cures. Consequently, a high temperature curing process partially accelerates the 

cure time, but can also produce the negative result of generating cracks.  This is due to a 

phenomenon similar to plastic shrinkage cracking seen in concrete.  If water evaporates from the 

surface faster than subsurface water can move to the surface, drying shrinkage will create cracks 
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on the surface of the material16. Significant shrinkage does not occur if the curing happens at a 

controlled rate, with any shrinkage phenomenon occurring at sub-millimeter scale.   

 

Reactive Material Architecture Testing 

 

 

Figure 16 – Reactive material architectures, where a) is a linear architecture used to determine 

propagation speed, b) is used to test propagation of reaction perpendicular to direction of reaction, 

and c) is used to test propagation of reaction parallel to direction of reaction 

 

Drawing inspiration from previous work by Sullivan et al, three RMA’s were evaluated to 

explore the influence of the architecture on the reaction (depicted in Figure 16).  The first 

architecture is a linear geometry, designed to measure the propagation rate of the thermite 

reaction.  The second architecture consists of multiple 90° turns where the intent is to test the 

initiation and propagation of a new reaction that is perpendicular to the initial direction of 

reaction. Table 2 details the different tested dimensions for architecture 2. The third architecture 

is two linear geometries placed adjacent to each other at an angle.  This architecture is intended 
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to test initiation and propagation of the reaction parallel to the direction of the initial reaction. All 

architectures are 3 printed layers in height (4.5 mm).  In addition to the testing of these 

architectures, samples were prepared with parallel linear pieces to fully quantify the distance at 

which one architecture will ignite an adjacent architecture or feature, with the direction of 

reaction being perpendicular to the direction of propagation.  Samples were also prepared with 

two linear pieces in series and a gap between them to quantify the gap length that propagation 

will span. These experiments were done for a single cross sectional area of 7x7mm.  

Furthermore, to eliminate potential variability between mixtures, a larger batch of thermite was 

prepared and poured into silicon molds (mold material: EcoFlex 00-30 by Reynolds Advanced 

Materials), which yielded 15 samples. 

 

Parameters Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4 

Number of 

turns 

3 5 10 10 

Length 150 mm 150 mm 150 mm 70 mm 

Width (w) 50 mm 50 mm 50 mm 50 mm 

Centerline 

Spacing (a) 

50 mm 30 mm 15 mm 7.5 mm 

Table 2 - Tested dimensions for architecture 2 as depicted in Figure 16b.  Four iterations of 

architecture 2 were tested, with different total turns, length, width, and centerline spacing. 

 

The architectures were printed and ignited on 0.125” thick Al6061-T6 substrate.  A small starter 

mass of 0.5 grams of mixed thermite and magnesium powder with a magnesium ribbon fuse 

(releasing approximately 1.4 kJ of energy) was used to ignite the cured architectures.  All 

ignitions were filmed with at high speed camera (model: fps1000-720 by the Slow Motion 

Camera Company, Herfordshire, UK) at 1000 FPS and resolution of 1280x720, with a shade 5 

welding filter.  
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Results 

 

 

Figure 17 – Thermite reaction propagation rates for different cross sectional areas. 

 

For our proposed thermite paste formulation, the average reaction rate across all cross sections 

was 3.19 ± 0.65 mm/s. Figure 3 shows the reaction rates for the four tested cross sectional areas, 

with a total of twelve tested samples.  The average reaction rates for each cross sectional area are 

all within 0.3 mm/s of each other, with variability decreasing as cross sectional area increases. 

Sullivan et al reported different baseline reaction velocities for different film thicknesses, which 

indicates that a macroscale thermite mixtures behaves differently than a nanoscale nanothermite 

mixture.   
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Figure 18 – a) Depicts adjacent thermite ignition initiation 2, taking place across 0.17s and b) two 

instances of adjacent ignition initiation in architecture 3 

 

Figure 18 shows the described adjacent ignition phenomenon in two separate ignitions with two 

different architectures.  Figure 18a presents an adjacent ignition beginning at the next turn of the 
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architecture, not in the direction of propagation (as indicated by the circled area).  Figure 18b 

shows this phenomenon twice.  The first two frames show the ignition of a separate section of 

thermite paste, which then propagates in parallel.  The reaction in the bottom section of thermite 

then stops, but is reignited further down the line by the parallel piece.   

In order to characterize propagation characteristics, we define the critical distance as the distance 

at which one ignited section of thermite will cross a gap and trigger a reaction in a non-ignited 

section of thermite. The critical distance for adjacent parallel ignition and the critical gap 

distance for series ignitions were determined for a single cross section of 49 mm2 (7mm x 7mm).  

For adjacent parallel ignition, we have found that a critical gap distance for consistent parallel 

ignition was measured at 3mm, which is consistent with the edge to edge measurement found in 

the architecture 2 testing. We also observed that gaps of 5-7mm could occasionally cause 

adjacent ignitions, but the phenomenon is not consistent.  In these pilot studies, we could not find 

a critical gap distance for series ignitions.  We did not observe the ignition spanning a gap for 

this architecture in series. 

 

Discussion 

This project details the composition of a curing thermite paste, its printing characteristics, and 

architecture.  The resulting paste is printable, has a high temperature reaction that produces 

molten iron, and the propagation characteristics can be controlled through RMAs. In this work, 

we define the reaction rate as the rate at which the reaction occurs in a linear scenario, 

independent of geometry.  The propagation characteristics refer to the effects of architecture on 

reaction phenomena. 
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The baseline reaction rate of the curing paste, with all other conditions ideal, is dictated by the 

chemistry of the thermite reaction.  Since the thermite reaction produces aluminum oxide (Fe2O3 

+ 2Al → 2Fe + Al2O3)
10, any oxidation of the aluminum before the reaction pushes the paste 

closer to equilibrium.  Aluminum already forms a passive oxide layer, but the oxidation of the 

aluminum is further promoted due to the presence of tartaric acid.  This presence of oxidized 

aluminum likely slows the overall reaction rate.  For this work, we focus on the first order 

demonstration of a curable and ignitable paste suitable for additive manufacturing, and leave the 

effects of the oxidation of aluminum for further study. 

The reaction rate was observed to be primarily affected by curing, with under-cured samples 

reacting at slower rates and more uneven rates.  In early experiments, we found that a sample 

with significant remaining moisture content would be unable to sustain its reaction.  In under 

cured cases, we suspect the heat generated is not used to continue the reaction, but is instead 

being absorbed by the remaining water content inhibiting the reaction. Furthermore, extended (or 

over) curing periods do not increase reaction rate.  We found that once the material had cured, 

the reaction rate was constant, and there was no advantage to extending curing time beyond the 

minimum.  While the reaction rate is affected by curing, we found that it is not affected by the 

cross sectional area.  Among the experiments we conducted, the rate remained at approximately 

3.19 mm/s for all tested rectangular cross sectional areas between 21.6 mm2 to 362.9 mm2, as 

seen in Figure 3. Variability of the reaction rate decreases as the cross sectional area increases 

due to reaction characteristics eliminating the influence of environmental effects. Though 

overall, we observed that reaction rate is largely independent of cross sectional area for samples 

tested, which is an unusual and non-intuitive result that requires further study.  However, given 
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this result, the speed at which the reaction traverses between two points can be controlled by 

increasing or decreasing the length of the path.  

The thermite paste was printed using a paste printing technique.  The primary obstacle when 

printing this thermite paste is premature curing in the syringe tubing and nozzle.  The paste cures 

significantly faster in small volumes, which will create clogs in small diameter nozzles and in 

long sections of tubing.  The paste has been successfully printed in a 0.84 mm diameter nozzle, 

but only as long as flow is continuously maintained to prevent clogs. 

Generally, paste printing requires a layer height of half the nozzle diameter to ensure a clean, 

fully filled print.  Since the thermite paste adheres to itself, it does not require a layer height less 

than the actual height of the paste.  This prevents a buildup of cured paste around the nozzle, 

preserving print resolution and stopping nozzle clogging.  Therefore, the layer height of 1.5mm 

is the actual height of the paste.   

When the paste exits the nozzle it does not cure immediately, but instead remains in a plastic 

state for most of the print.  Despite this, the paste is stable enough to support follow-on layers of 

the paste.  Partial curing could be reached by way of a heated build plate, but is not necessary for 

smaller prints.  A partial curing technique may be needed for larger structures, but this will be 

dependent on the nozzle size. 

 

Propagation 

The RMAs display interesting propagation characteristics.  We found the thermite reaction 

propagates consistently along the printed lines.  Furthermore, here exists a critical distance at 

which two separate lines of thermite essentially act as one, with the initial reaction starting a new 
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reaction in a new region, thereby skipping large sections of thermite.  This new reaction appears 

to be caused by a combination of heat proximity and ejecta from the initial ignition.  The heat 

proximity preheats the thermite and its baseplate, which allows the thermite section to be more 

easily ignited by a small amount of high temperature ejecta.  The sparks alone are not enough to 

begin a new ignition, even if the same area is bombarded by a large number of sparks.  We 

suspect there is a combination of heat and sparks that creates favorable ignition conditions; 

however, this topic requires further modeling and empirical evaluation and is outside the scope 

of this study.  

Given our understanding of the thermite propagation properties, the critical distance and reaction 

rate can be combined to create geometries that span the same linear distance across a range of 

time scales.  For example, a linear section of thermite will travel 111 mm in approximately 35 

seconds.  Using a variation of architecture 2 with a width of 30mm and an edge-to-edge gap of 8 

mm (a = 15 mm), the same distance could be traversed in 121 seconds.  This would allow for 

tailored and timed heat deposition, creating the basis of a programmable heat source. 

 

 

Figure 19 – a) Schematic of thermite joint setup. b) Side view of thermite created joint and c) top 

view of thermite created joint. 
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Thermite has a long tradition of playing an integral role in destructive and construction 

applications. In the following section, we present an example of the latter with a material joining 

proof of concept using the thermite architectures.  Two 0.125” thick aluminum 6061-T6 pieces 

were placed in a lap joint configuration with Kapp LIQUID Golden Flux and KappAloy9 

(91Sn/9Zn) solder, which has a melting point of 199°C, placed at the joint.  A thermite 

architecture created through additive manufacturing (weighing 4 grams) was placed on top of the 

joint and ignited.  The thermite served as a portable heat source for melting the solder.  During 

the reaction, no pressure was applied to the solder site.  The resulting joint and configuration can 

be seen in Figure 19.  The heat generated by the reaction was uniform enough to melt the solder 

and create a joint, but the resulting temperatures were not high enough to damage the parent 

material.  This first-order demonstration highlights the utility of a controllable thermite paste for 

in-situ joining operations.  Using the reaction controlling characteristics of thermite structures, 

heat input into a joint could be easily controlled outside of a laboratory setting. 

 

Joining Applications 

The joining applications are limited by the reaction temperature of the cured thermite paste, 

which has a theoretical maximum reaction temperature of 2862°C for Fe2O3/Al thermite 

(assuming a complete adiabatic reaction)10.  The actual reaction temperature is dictated by the 

mass of reactive material, with larger masses reaching higher temperatures17. Table 3 shows the 

temperatures needed for common plastic welding and metal brazing techniques.  
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Material Joining Temperature 

Polypropylene (PP) 300° C 

Polyethylene (PE) 290° C 

Acrylonitrile Butanadiene Styrene 

(ABS) 

260° C 

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) 275° C 

Polyurethane (TPUR) 300° C 

Copper 1095° C 

Silver 705° C 

Nickel  1040° C 

Aluminum 580° C 

Gold 980° C 

KappAloy9 199° C 

Table 3 - Common materials and their joining temperatures18.19.20 

 

Thermite architectures can be tailored to create specific temperature profiles for the joining 

applications without damaging the parent material. Since the reaction rate of the proposed paste 

is relatively constant across different cross sections, so RMAs can be easily scaled up, therefore 

allowing more heat to be deposited in the same time frame.  Additional heating characteristics 

can be tuned by changing the base thermite formulation.  The current paste is primarily 

composed of iron oxide and aluminum powder, but other thermite formulations could be used.10 

One potential application of RMAs as a portable heat source is for materials joining in austere 

environments, such as NASA’s in-space exothermic brazing experiments21 and Masubichi’s 

underwater exothermic welding experiments22.  Traditional welding techniques for underwater 

environments are dangerous and require a highly-skilled operator.  RMAs as a portable heat 

source could make underwater welding safer and require less skilled labor, since the 

architectures could be printed (or pre-printed prior to deployment) on structures and ignited 

remotely.  Furthermore, RMAs have the potential for rapid field repair of armored vehicles, once 

again eliminating the need for welding equipment, a power source, and skilled operators. 
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Conclusion 

In this work we present a thermite paste formulation suitable for additive manufacturing. The 

formulated paste is composed of readily sourced materials, and is safe to create, print, and 

transport.  We empirically demonstrated that the proposed thermite paste reacts at a relatively 

constant rate across a range of cross-sections.   Lastly, this work demonstrates the potential of 

thermite RMAs as a programmable heat source for constructive or joining applications, especially 

in austere or dangerous environments.   
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CHAPTER 3: MULTI-MATERIAL ADDITIVELY MANUFACTURED COMPOSITE ENERGETICS VIA 

CONTINUOUS FILAMENT DIRECT INK WRITING 

 

The following work has been submitted to Additive Manufacturing. 

 

Abstract 

Advances in multi-material additive manufacturing have enabled advancements in the 

manufacture of composite materials.  In this work, a family of thermite-based reactive materials 

is created and evaluated for the suitability as composite energetic structures. The burn rate with 

respect to binder ratio is observed to be highly predictable and exponential (coefficients of 

determination of 𝑟𝑇𝑖
2 = 0.984 and 𝑟𝐴𝑙

2 = 0.973), with composites transitioning from one binder 

mass fraction to another.  To create composites, a single layered syringe and nozzle are used in 

conjunction with continuous filament direct ink writing.  The resulting prints show success in 

composite structure with a transition zone between printed materials.  These results show both a 

variety of thermite-based energetics with easily modifiable reaction rates and a technique to print 

said reactive materials to create composite structures. 

 

Introduction 

Advances in multi-material additive manufacturing have enabled advancements in the 

manufacture of composite materials.  In this work, a family of thermite-based reactive materials 

is created and evaluated for the suitability as composite energetic structures. The burn rate with 

respect to binder ratio is observed to be highly predictable and exponential (coefficients of 
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determination of 𝑟𝑇𝑖
2 = 0.984 and 𝑟𝐴𝑙

2 = 0.973), with composites transitioning from one binder 

mass fraction to another.  To create composites, a single layered syringe and nozzle are used in 

conjunction with continuous filament direct ink writing.  The resulting prints show success in 

composite structure with a transition zone between printed materials.  These results show both a 

variety of thermite-based energetics with easily modifiable reaction rates and a technique to print 

said reactive materials to create composite structures. 

 

Methods and Materials 

Multi-Material Printing 

Before printing, the syringe was initially loaded in layers in the syringe.  Water content was 

adjusted for each mixture in order to approximately match viscosities.  To test the transition, a 

single layer geometry was printed.  To visualize the flow inside the syringe, material was filled 

in layers, partially extruded, and then left to cure in the syringe for 48 hours.  Once cured, the 

syringe was cut in half and sanded to show the flow structure.  

All printed samples were manufactured using a Hyrel3D System 30M SR printer with an SDS-60 

print head and an 8 gauge (3.43mm inner diameter) nozzle.  The aluminum-based thermite 

samples were based on Neely et al. and the titanium-based thermite samples were derived from 

Neely et al. in combination with previously established thermite compositions [3, 20] For both 

mixtures, the binder was calcium sulfate hemihydrate. 
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Effects of Binder Mass Fraction on Reaction Velocity 

To test the effects of decreased binder mass fraction and establish a baseline reaction rate for the 

new mixtures, a series of molded samples were created.  The samples were molded rather than 

printed to ensure uniformity within each batch of thermite.  Prior work has shown no difference 

between printed and molded samples [3]. For each mass ratio combination shown in Table 4, 

three 5 inch molded samples were created and tested.  Each reaction was filmed using a high 

speed camera with a shade 5 welding filter at a frame rate and resolution as specified below.   

 

Mixture Type Mass Ratio Frame Rate Resolution 

 

 

 

Aluminum 

Fe2O3 : Al : Ca2SO4 

0:2:3 1,000 1280x720 

3:2:2 1,000 1280x720 

3:2:1 4,000 640x360 

3:2:0.5 10,000 640x120 

3:2:0.1 20,000 640x60 

 

 

Titanium 

Fe2O3 : Ti : Ca2SO4 

0:3:1 1,000 1280x720 

2:3:1 8,000 1280x60 

2:3:0.5 10,000 640x120 

2:3:0.25 20,000 640x60 

Table 4 – Tested mass ratios of aluminum-based thermite and titanium-based thermite 

 

Composite Energetics 

To test the reaction transition behavior of composite energetics, two multi-material samples were 

molded.  These samples were molded to minimize mixing at the interface regions, thereby only 

testing the reaction behavior and the transition behavior in the most extreme case.  Each sample 

consisted of three distinct material sections to create regions of different reaction rates.  The first 

sample, consisting of titanium-based thermite, had a region of 2:3:0.5 mass ratio, then a region of 
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0:3:1 mass ratio, and then again a region of 2:3:0.5 mass ratio.  The second sample consisted of 

an aluminum-based thermite in three stages.  The first stage consisted of a 3:2:0.1 mass ratio, the 

second a 0:2:3 mass ratio, and the third stage of a 3:2:0.1 mass ratio.  

 

Results and Discussion 

Multi-Material Printing 

The printed structures showed three phases: the first material, a transition state consisting of both 

materials, and then the second material.  These stages can be clearly seen in Figure 20. 

 

 

Figure 20 – Printed geometry showing the first material, the transition stage, and the second 

material from an a) overhead view, b) overall cross-sectional view, and c) individual cross sections 
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The transitional phase does not consist of a uniform mixing, but instead consists of the second 

mixture encased by the first mixture.  This is due to the behavior of the two fluids within the 

syringe, which is visualized in Figure 21. 

 

 

Figure 21 – Fluid behavior during the extrusion process, with the syringes on top and the cross 

section of extruded material below. The leftmost side is the initial state of the syringe, with 

extrusion progressing to the right. 

 

The syringe starts with the two fluids layered, with the bottom layer designated as material 1 and 

the next layer designated as material 2.  As the plunger for the syringe is depressed, material 1 is 

exclusively extruded.  The Reynolds number is below 2100, which is indicative of laminar flow. 

In turn, a parabolic velocity profile forms downstream of the plug flow induced by the plunger.  

Under frictionless conditions, the plug flow would force all of material 1 out of the syringe 

before material 2 is observed.  However, due to the no-slip condition of the walls and friction 

within the boundary layers, a Poiseuille flow begins to develop.  Flow from material 2 moves 
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inward by a fluid-dynamic nozzle created by the boundary layer of material 1, lending to 

material 1 being “pierced” by material 2.  Concisely stated, when material 2 initially reaches the 

nozzle, material 1 still remains along the edges.  This results in an extruded cross section 

composed of material 2 in the center, surrounded by material 1 (Figure 21, fourth image from the 

left).  This cross section was confirmed by experimental results, as seen in Figure 20c. 

The parabolic fluid flow in the syringe can be both intuited and confirmed by the velocity profile 

derived from the Hagen-Poiseuille equation, as can the dominate edge effects near the outlet of 

the syringe.  This was also confirmed experimentally, as seen in Figure 22, by letting material 

cure within a syringe after some extrusion. 

 

 

Figure 22 – Cross section of cured syringes, with a) showing the described edge phenomenon at the 

outlet and b) showing the parabolic flow shape away from the outlet 
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Figure 22a clearly shows the edge effects near the syringe outlet.  This extrusion would result in 

an inner core of material 2 surrounded by material 1.  Figure 22b shows the parabolic flow 

within the syringe.  This flow is asymmetric due to the difficulties of evenly distributing material 

through the filling process.  If a more symmetric filling method can be identified, we suspect the 

flow would be more symmetric. 

 

Effects of Binder Mass Fraction on Velocity 

The reaction rate of these mixtures is influenced by two simultaneous reactions.  The first 

reaction is the thermite reaction, which in this work is either aluminum and iron oxide (2Al + 

Fe2O3) or titanium and iron oxide (3Ti + Fe2O3).  The second reaction is the reaction between the 

fuel, titanium or aluminum, and the binder, calcium hemihydrate.  The binder affects its 

structural integrity, but also decreases the reaction rate.  Table 5 shows the tested compositions 

and their respective reaction rates.  

The measured reaction rates show that the reaction rate increases as the binder mass ratio 

decreases.  Plotting reaction rate against the binder mass proportion indicates a decaying 

exponential relation.  High coefficients of regression are calculated when applying an 

exponential fit to each data set, where the aluminum-based thermite has R2 = 0.973 and the 

titanium-based thermite has R2 = 0.984. 
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Mixture 

Type 

Mass Ratio Reaction 

Rate 

(mm/s) 

Standard 

Deviation 

(mm/s) 

Standard 

Deviation 

(%) 

 

 

 

Aluminum 

Fe2O3 : Al : Ca2SO4    

0:2:3 1.79 0.25 13.97% 

3:2:2 3.17 0.17 5.36% 

3:2:1 26.14 2.29 8.76% 

3:2:0.5 64.95 3.93 6.05% 

3:2:0.1 159.91 13.50 8.44% 

 

 

Titanium 

Fe2O3 : Ti : Ca2SO4    

0:3:1 6.01 0.33 5.49% 

2:3:1 39.44 5.64 14.3% 

2:3:0.5 105.21 10.85 10.31% 

2:3:0.25 212.58 13.87 6.52% 

Table 5 – Tested compositions and their measured reaction rates and standard deviations 

 

 

Figure 23 – Reaction Rate vs Mass Fraction Binder for both the aluminum-based thermite and the 

titanium-based thermite, showing clearly exponential behavior 
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The mass fraction of the binding agent limits the overall reaction rate.  Logically, the thermite 

reaction is not inhibited when the binding agent is a smaller fraction of the mixture.  As with the 

vast majority of reactions, dissociation of molecules first takes place to form radicals instead of 

through a direct reaction. The chain initiating step of dissociating reactants is highly 

endothermic, requiring large activation energies to propagate.  Addition of binder inhibits the 

reaction by either creating unreactive molecular species or creating radicals with lower energy 

than needed to continue the reaction.  Intermediate ferrous structures of Al+Fe2O3 reactions are 

known to require high energy for propagation, which leads to the conclusion of the binder acting 

as an inhibiting agent. 

Binding agent mass fractions of 0.25 (Ti) and 0.40 (Al) were the limits in creating material 

compositions with self-propagating reaction.  Structures near this limit exhibited the highest 

integrity and are likely to be used in more complex or intricate structure design at the expense of 

a slower reaction rate.  Lower binder mass fractions result in qualitatively weaker structures, yet 

all tested ratios were strong enough to be handled and were printable.  Theoretically, a minimum 

binder ratio at which the mixture is no longer printable (or no longer structural) exists, but was 

not explored in this work due to the hardware limitations for measuring reaction rate. 

 

Composite Energetics 

The tested composites contained a single type of thermite (aluminum-based or titanium-based), 

and variable binding agent mass fractions.  Resulting samples were ignited and filmed at 10,000 

frames per second at a resolution of 640x120, with their velocities measured with respect to their 

absolute position along the sample. The first sample consisted of a titanium-based thermite with 
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three stages, first a 2:3:0.5 section, then a 0:3:2, then again 2:3:0.5.  For ease of reference, these 

regions are denoted as stages 1, 2, and 3. The reaction rates are shown in Figure 24, with the 

vertical lines indicating the transition from one energetic composition to another.  

 

 

Figure 24 – Reaction rate with respect to position for sample 1, showing a region of high reaction 

rates, then a region of lower reaction rates, and again a region of high reaction rates. The vertical 

dashed lines indicate the transition from one composition to another. 

 

Given the composition of the sample, the composite reaction rates should be, on average, be 

105.21 mm/s for stages 1 and 3, and 6.01 mm/s for stage 2.  However, the average reaction rate 

for stage 1 is 84.33 mm/s, for stage 2 is 58.59 mm/s, and for stage 3 is 95.89 mm/s.  The faster 

sections, stages 1 and 3, reach reaction rates near the average of 105.21 mm/s.  The reaction rate 

for stage 2 is significantly faster than the baseline rate of the material of 6.01 mm/s.  This is 

likely due to the heat build-up from the preceding energetic, which is conducted through the 
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metal plate supporting the sample and through the sample itself.  The characteristics of stages 1 

and 3 are dominated by the aluminum-based thermite chain reactions (as opposed to the 

inhibiting reactions of the binder intermediates), which creates a significant amount of heat.  

Excess heat from this highly exothermic reaction preheats stage 2 via conduction through the 

sample and through the metal substrate, which increases the reaction rate.  It is worth nothing 

that hardware limitations affect the precision, less so accuracy, of measurements as well.  High 

frame rates reduce resolution, which results in a reaction rate variance of ±5.08 mm/s per pixel. 

Sample 2 consisted of three stages of an aluminum-based thermite.  The first stage had a mass 

ratio of 3:2:0.1, a second stage of 0:2:3, and a third stage of 3:2:0.1.  This sample should also 

show a region of a faster reaction rate, then a slower rate, and then again a faster rate.  Figure 25 

shows the reaction rate with respect to position for sample 2, with vertical dashed lines indicating 

the transition from one composition of thermite to another. 
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Figure 25 – Reaction rate with respect to position for sample 2, showing a region of high reaction 

rates, then low reaction rates, and then again high reaction rates. The vertical dashed lines indicate 

a transition from one region of thermite to another. 

 

For sample 2, the average reaction rates for each segment are 42.28 mm/s for stage 1, 21.17 

mm/s for stage 2, and 53.34 mm/s for stage 3.  However, the reaction rates for these 

compositions should be 64.95 mm/s for stages 1 and 3, and 1.79 mm/s for the second stage.  

Stages 1 and 3 are near the appropriate reaction rate, but the second stage is once again higher 

than previously measured reaction rates.  This is also likely the influence of the built-up heat 

from the previous segment of reaction, which is conducted through both the metal substrate and 

through the sample itself.  

The molded composite samples show a sharper transition than a printed sample will, assuming 

the sample is printed from a single layered syringe.  As seen in Figure 7, there is a transition 

region in the extruded material where both materials are present.  This region would result in a 
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larger transition zone with an in-between reaction rate.  For large samples, the effects of the 

transition rate will be negligible, but the transition effects could dominate the behavior of a small 

sample.   

 

Conclusion 

Multi-material printing is possible from a single syringe with similar fluid viscosities.  While the 

transition from one material to the next currently involves a transition zone. An optimized 

syringe (with low friction walls) could potentially minimize the transition zone. The current 

technique is not ideal if sharp transitions are needed or if the materials have different viscosities.  

However, the advantages of being able to layer materials in a syringe for a single continuous 

print are clear.  Printing from a single syringe eliminates start- and stop- points for multiple 

nozzles, which eliminates the need for complex ink control systems and increases the strength of 

the resulting part.    

The binding agent mass fraction significantly affects reaction speed.  Decreasing the binder 

amount results in increased reaction rate for both the aluminum-based and titanium-based 

thermite.  The relationship between mass binder proportion and reaction speed is strongly 

exponential and will allow materials to be tuned to specific reaction rates by altering the binder 

content to easily create custom printable energetics. 

These custom energetic ratios can be combined to create composite energetics with different 

reaction rates and heat deposition in different segments of a single structure.  These structures 

can transition from one energetic to another regardless of reaction rate in the preceding or 

anteceding energetic.  However, the behavior of generally slower energetics may be influenced 
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by the surrounding energetics.  Regardless, composite energetics are possible using these 

mixtures and can be easily printed using a single syringe-based print system. 
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CHAPTER 4: SOLDERED COPPER LAP JOINTS USING REACTIVE MATERIAL ARCHITECTURES AS 

A HEAT SOURCE 

 

The following work previously appeared in Manufacturing Letters, Volume 24 (April 2020). 

 

Abstract 

Traditional welding and joining techniques require an independent heat source and a 

skilled operator, which makes complex joints and welding in remote environments difficult.  

Additively manufactured reactive material architectures can be used as a programmable heat 

source, minimizing both the joining equipment and any operator hazards.  This work 

demonstrates the feasibility of using reactive material architectures as a programmable heat 

source to create soldered copper lap joints and compares these joints to traditionally soldered 

joints. 

 

Introduction 

Joining in austere environments is challenging.  Traditional welding or brazing requires a 

skilled operator and heavy equipment that is difficult to power, maintain, and transport in harsh 

environments.  To overcome the cost and complexity of traditional methods, energetic materials 

are used a heat source, commonly known as exothermic brazing.  Exothermic brazing utilizes the 

heat produced from a solid-state or near solid-state reaction to melt filler material for joining 

processes.  It can be used to create joints in isolated environments or in physically complex or 

inaccessible joints [1]. 
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Previous work has shown the success of exothermic brazing in space and underwater 

[2][3]. Exothermic brazing has also been successfully used for pipe brazing and exothermically 

brazed hydraulic fittings in aircraft [4][5].  However, this work has been limited by the need for 

complex fixturing of both the joint and the surrounding energetic.  With the advancement of 

additive manufacturing technology, structurally-sound energetics with complex geometries are 

now generated effortlessly. Energetics manufactured with digital fabrication tools are known as 

reactive material architectures (RMA’s) and enable new field expedient joining techniques 

[6][7].  

RMA’s are structures designed to control reaction rates and heat generation through 

geometric features rather than changes in chemical composition alone.  An example of this 

control can be seen in the creation of solid rocket fuel grains using additive manufacturing 

techniques, resulting in printed fuel grains with comparable burn rates to their cast counterparts 

[8][9].  Additive manufacturing techniques can also create unique geometries with features that 

cannot be cast (e.g. overhangs, undercuts, infill porosity). There have been some applications of 

RMA’s in joining at the nano-level for on-chip joining, but there exists a need for macro-level 

architectures for macro-level joining [10].  This paper shows a low-temperature proof-of-concept 

using reactive material architectures as a heat source for copper-to-copper soldering.  The 

resulting joint, while suboptimal, is comparable to traditionally soldered joints. Results indicate 

for scalability for joining processes requiring higher temperatures. 

 

Methods 

The selected energetic for this work is a highly viscous thermite paste composed of iron oxide 

(Fe2O3), aluminum powder, and calcium hemihydrate (CaSO4 • 0.5H2O) in a 3:2:2 mass ratio.  
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All samples were lit using a small starter mass of thermite and magnesium powder with a 

magnesium ribbon fuse, as originally described in previous work [11].  Samples were printed 

using a Hyrel Engine SR printer with an SDS-60 syringe-based print-head. 

Temperature Measurement 

Thermites follow a characteristic curve that relates mass and temperature, with higher masses 

resulting in higher temperatures [4].  Therefore, the maximum temperature reached by the 

thermite, which is a key parameter in joining, can be estimated by the mass of the material.  To 

determine this relationship for this new energetic, a series of temperature measurements were 

taken.   

Thermite samples were molded to have the same projected footprint (0.75x1.75”), but different 

masses.  These samples were placed on top of a piece of 2x2x0.040” copper, with a k-type 

thermocouple (Omega HH-KK-24-SLE) beneath. These samples were then ignited, recording 

time and temperature data for each set.  A new piece of copper was used for each ignition. The 

resulting temperature and mass data can be seen below in Fig. 26.  
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Figure 26 – Measured temperature-mass relationship for printable thermite formulation 

 

Mass Selection 

The plot in Figure 26 shows a relationship between mass and maximum temperature that can be 

used to guide mass selection for joining. As expected, the maximum measured temperature 

increased as mass of thermite increased.  Smaller masses of thermite have a smaller thermal 

inertia, which causes reaction characteristics to be more sensitive to mixing and environmental 

effects. For this study, thermite masses between 3 and 5 grams were selected, as these masses 

resulted in temperature higher than the melting temperature of the solder (221°-246° C), but not 

high enough to damage the copper substrate. 
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Joint Setup 

Each joint comprised of two 2x2x0.040” copper coupons arranged in a lap joint.  Each joint was 

cleaned with acetone, and then prepared with flux.  Four 2 inch lengths of solder (KappZapp4, 

96Sn/4Ag Solid Wire solder for copper) were placed in the lap joint.  A printed thermite sample 

was placed on top of the joint, with the entire setup on a bed of sand.  A metal spacer was placed 

beneath the top copper coupon to account for the melting of the solder, making the top copper 

sample and bottom copper sample parallel after ignition. This configuration can be seen below in 

Figure 27. Additional parent samples were made and prepared in an identical fashion, except it 

was placed in an oven at 240°C for 2 hours. Four thermite joints and three parent oven samples 

were created. 

 

 

Figure 27 – Setup for samples joined with thermite, consisting of two copper samples in a lap joint, 

with solder between the samples and thermite on the top surface of the uppermost copper sample 

 

Joint Testing 

Each joint was cut into two 1 inch wide samples and tensile tested with a fixed elongation rate of 

2 mm/min.   
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Results and Discussion 

The full experimental conditions and resulting tensile strengths can be seen below in Figure 28. 

 

 

Figure 28– Load at failure for sample joints and control joints.  The experimental samples are 

labeled 1-8 for future reference. 

 

The resulting thermite joint strengths are comparable to the control joint strengths, with the 

strongest thermite joint breaking at a load of 4497 N, or 63.8% of the maximum parent strength 

sample.  The average joint strength was 2212 N.   
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Figure 29 – Broken lap joint samples showing the solder coverage.  The control sample can be seen 

in a), with samples 1, 3, and 6 shown in b), c), and d) respectively 

 

Joint strength appears to be principally dictated by the solder dispersal at the joint.  Figure 29 

shows the solder coverage on four samples, three experimental and one control.  Sample 1, seen 

in Figure 29b had excellent joint strength and almost complete coverage, much like the control 

sample seen in Figure 29a.  Figure 29c shows sample 3, which has moderate solder coverage. 

This corresponds well with the sample’s joint strength of 2760 N.  Figure 29d shows an example 

of poor solder coverage.  The corresponding sample (sample 5) had a strength of only 1225 N. 

The solder dispersal is controlled by both the heat source and by the setup of the joint.  Since all 

of the experimental samples had similar heat sources, as generated by the thermite reaction, it is 

likely that the poor solder dispersal is caused by the joint setup itself. The experimental samples 
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did not have any fixturing to ensure even forces or flow, so an optimization of joint setup may 

decrease the variability in joint strength. 

The post-ignition samples showed warping of the base material (less than 2mm out of plane).  

This deformation is due to the effects of the rapid and inherently uneven heating of the thermite 

ignition.  However, the warping is trivial considering the thickness of the copper (.040”) and the 

magnitude of the temperatures (upwards of 600°C at thermite-copper interface).  We anticipate 

that this warping will likely not occur for thicker substrates.  Even with the presence of warping, 

the resulting strength shows promise as a field expedient joining solution. 

 

Conclusion 

This work shows the viability of thermite-based reactive material architectures as a heat source 

for joining applications.  The resulting soldered lap joints have an average strength of 2212 N, 

with sample strength strongly dependent on solder coverage.  These samples show the potential 

of RMA’s as a heat source for joining, creating viable joints with no specialized equipment and 

without a skilled operator.  This process could be optimized for other materials and filler 

materials, as well as more complex joints and unique scenarios, like underwater or in-space 

joining. 
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CHAPTER 5: ADDITIVELY MANUFACTURED REACTIVE MATERIAL ARCHITECTURES FOR 

EXOTHERMIC BRAZING 

 

The following work has been submitted to Additive Manufacturing. 

 

Abstract 

Exothermic brazing uses the heat generated by an exothermic reaction to melt and flow filler 

material, but generally involves a fixture placed around the joint to hold the energetic material.  

Additive manufacturing can replace the fixture by creating a reactive material architecture that 

acts as a programmable heat source for the brazing process.  This work demonstrates the additive 

manufacturing capabilities of a thermite-based reactive material architecture and shows its 

potential as a heat source for brazed copper joints. 

 

Introduction 

Exothermic brazing uses the heat generated by a solid-state or near solid-state reaction to melt 

and flow the filler material [1]. Exothermic brazing can be performed in austere environments, 

such as space or underwater, but has historically required complex setup or fixturing to hold the 

energetic material near the joint [2, 3, 4]. We hypothesize that the traditional and complex setup 

can be replaced with reactive material architectures (RMA’s).  Reactive material architectures 

are energetic material structures that control reaction characteristics through geometric 

characteristics – spacing, size, aspect ratio, etc. – rather than solely through changing the 

chemical composition of the energetic material. 
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Sullivan et al. showed that reaction rate could be controlled through the creation of thermite-

based RMA’s called hurdles and channels, but this deposition technique is limited to small nano-

scale structures [5].  Fleck et al. and Ruz-Nuglo et al. also create thermite-based RMA’s, but at a 

larger and more complex scale with polymer-based materials [6, 7].   

Polymer-based additive manufacturing methods, such as FDM and resin based methods, are 

capable of printing complex geometries with high aspect ratios, overhangs, and unsupported 

angled builds.  Continuous filament methods for polymer-based inks are also capable of high-

aspect ratio prints, gap-spanning behavior, and overhangs [8,9]. 

Complex geometries are more difficult to print for materials with ceramic- or concrete-like 

behavior; however, recent advances in concrete 3D printing have resulted in complex structures.  

Gosselin et al. and Wolfs et al. have shown that real-time monitoring systems and other feedback 

controls can lead to stable, large scale prints [10, 11, 12]. Lim et al. also address the need for 

optimized path planning for each layer of concrete-based printing [13].  The field is maturing 

with paste based systems, which creates a wider range of possibilities for additively 

manufactured parts. 

Most recently, we have developed and demonstrated a thermite-based reactive material paste 

with properties suitable for both printing and joining [14].  Our formulation, which exhibits a 

slow burn rate (3.19 mm/s), deposited sufficient for low-temperature soldering of copper lap 

joints [15].  This work presents multiple printing techniques for large-scale, high-aspect ratio 

printed structures using a thermite-based paste, and demonstrates an application of these 

structures towards high temperature brazing within copper joints. 
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Methods & Materials 

3D Printing 

The printing capabilities of the paste were explored in this work.  The first print was a single-

layer thick wall, printed until failure or until out of material.  The first printed wall geometry was 

one layer in width (approximately 0.5 cm) and 10 cm in length.  The second printed wall was 

also one layer in width, but 7 cm in length. 

To expand printing capabilities beyond a single syringe, two other printing techniques were 

tested.  The first consists of multiple sequential prints, from multiple syringes.  First, a single 

cylindrical structure was printed.  Immediately after the print concluded, the print head was 

leveled to the top of the previous print and a new print began with a new syringe of material.  

The structure does not cure between prints.  For ease of reference, this will be referred to as 

sequential-uncured prints. 

The second method consists of multiple sequential prints, allowing the structure to cure between 

each sub-structure.  A single cylindrical structure was printed and allowed to fully cure on the 

build plate.  After the structure cured, the print head was leveled to the top of the print and a new 

print began. The structure cures between print.  This method will be referred to as sequential-

cured printing 

 

 Brazing 

To assemble the copper joint, 0.5 inch (12.7mm) copper pipe was cut into sections, cleaned with 

acetone and abraded, and then brazing paste with a melt temperature of 650 °C (Fusion STL-

1205-655 Brazing Paste) was applied to the last 0.5 inches (12.7 mm) of each pipe. A copper 
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fitting was placed over the pipes to complete the joint.  A cylindrical thermite architecture was 

placed over the fitting. The printed architectures have an inner diameter of 13.5 mm and are four 

layers in height (7.2 mm in height). The thermite paste used in this work is a 3:2:2 mass ratio of 

iron (II) oxide to aluminum to calcium hemihydrate, as outlined in previous work [14]. 

The cylindrical thermite piece was then placed over the entire assembly and the thermite fuse 

ignited with a blowtorch.  A schematic of the joint setup can be seen in Figure 30. 

 

 

Figure 30 - Schematic of joint setup showing the copper fitting over the copper piper, with the 

thermite placed over the fitting, b) top view of thermite structure, and c) isometric view of thermite 

structure 

 

Nine samples were created and tested, with the corresponding thermite mass shown in Table 6.  

Mass of thermite highly corresponds with maximum temperature, with mass selections guided by 

both the size of the pipe and by temperature data collected in [15].  For this work, thermite 
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masses of approximately 7-10 grams were previously experimentally determined to achieve 

temperatures near 650 °C. 

 

Sample Mass Thermite (g) 

1 8.9 

2 8.4 

3 8.0 

4 8.6 

5 8.3 

6 7.2 

7 7.1 

8 9.7 

9 10.1 

Table 6 – Mass of thermite and its corresponding sample number.  The masses range from 7.1 to 

10.1 grams. 

 

Tensile Testing Brazed Copper Joints 

All the brazed copper pipe joints were tested in a tensile tester at a rate of 2 mm/min.  To secure 

the joints in the tensile tester, the ends were clamped flat using an arbor press and then clamped 

into the tensile tester. 

 

Results & Discussion 

3D Printing 

The first successful thin wall, with dimensions of 10x0.5x3 cm, can be seen in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31 – Printed thermite wall, with dimensions 10x0.5x3 cm 

 

This print was stopped not because the wall became unstable, but because the syringe ran out of 

material.  From these results, a second wall was printed with base dimensions of 7x0.5 cm. This 

structure reached 26 layers in height (4.68 cm) before it became unstable and fell over.  Figure 

32 shows the structure immediately before collapse. 
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Figure 32 – Second high aspect ratio print, immediately before collapse 

 

The sequential-uncured and sequential-cured printing techniques are similar.  The sequential-

uncured method consists of multiple immediately sequential uncured prints. The sequential-

cured technique also consists of multiple sequential prints, but the structures are allowed to cure 

between prints.  These methods can be used to print structures that require more paste volume 

than can currently be contained in a single syringe. 
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Figure 33– Cylindrical prints created using a) the method of sequential uncured prints and b) the 

print method of sequential cured prints 

 

Figure 33a shows a cylinder printed using the sequential-uncured technique, with the structure 

reaching a height of 15 cm.  There is some sagging and deformation of the print along the z-axis.  

This is because the structure itself is composed of multiple consecutive prints on an uncured 

base.  The base itself can deform in the z-direction from the weight of additional layers.  It can 

also shift in the x- and y-direction as the bed moves.  This, combined with the leveling step 

between prints, results in the current print not being perfectly aligned with the previous print.  

However, the paste has a tendency to self-correct while printing, filling in any gaps or voids 

caused by insufficient paste extrusion or shifting of the base layer. 

The structure printed with sequential-cured technique, shown in Figure 4b, results in a more 

uniform structure without significant sagging or deformation of the print along the z-axis.  The 
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cured structure is more stable than the uncured sample, so the base doesn’t shift from the weight 

of additional layers or from the bed movement.  The second print can also be leveled more 

precisely because there is no danger of shifting the original print with the nozzle.   

Overall, this thermite-based paste is capable of creating large structures.  The sequential-uncured 

technique is valuable when large structures need to be created in a short period of time.  

However, the parts are prone to mass-related deformation and sagging along the z-axis.  The 

sequential-cured technique is also capable of creating large structures without significant mass-

related deformation and sagging at the expense of a longer overall print time.  If a larger print 

reservoir can be integrated into a print system, then these techniques will only be necessary for 

very large prints. 

 

Brazing 

Nine pipe joining samples were created for the purpose of testing the functionality of thermite 

architectures in two criteria: as a heat source for high temperature joining and as a heat source 

for unique joint configurations. 
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Figure 34 - Select pipe joining samples.  There is some slag and discoloration at and near the joint, 

caused by the thermite reaction. 

 

Figure 34 shows selected pipe joining samples before tensile testing.  The thermite reaction 

causes a brief, intense heat at the joint.  This generates enough heat through the copper fitting to 

melt the brazing paste.  Since copper is highly thermally conductive, this heat is also transmitted 

further down the pipe, causing some of the copper oxidation related discoloration seen in Figure 

34.  The lighter discoloration is caused by the gas emitted by the thermite reaction.  Overall, the 

joined region is visually messy, but the joint integrity is not affected by these discolorations. 
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Figure 35 – Maximum tensile load before failure for all tested pipe joints 

 

The tensile testing results can be seen in Figure 6. The average measured joint strength is 2680 

N, with a maximum measured joint strength of 4781 N and a minimum.  The joint strength does 

not vary with mass, but likely varies based on brazing paste coverage.  The thermite reaction is 

highly energetic, so the uneven heating and cooling could cause an uneven dispersal of brazing 

paste in the joint.  To avoid this uneven dispersal, more brazing paste should be applied at the 

joint and on the edges of the copper fitting.  Additionally, these samples were all tested in 

tension, with the ends of the pipe pressed flat to fit into the tensile tester. The samples were 

clamped flat far from the joint area, but the pressing could still impart a stress at the joined area.  

If the samples were tested in their round shape, the joint strength would likely be higher. 
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Conclusion 

This work shows the viability of several different printing methods used to created larger 

architectures than previously shown.  The two techniques are outlined in this work, sequential-

uncured printing and sequential-cured printing, can be used to create prints of larger volume than 

a single syringe.  These techniques could also be used to create more complicated prints.  Using 

the sequential-cured printing method, an initial print could be created, cured, then rotated and 

then printed a different surface. 

These printing techniques can be used to create architectures used in exothermic brazing. The 

work here has demonstrated the capabilities of thermite-based RMA’s as a programmable heat 

source for high-temperature joining.  While the joints created here were made with copper, a 

highly thermally conductive material, the work could be scaled to less conductive materials by 

using larger RMA’s or higher masses of thermite.  

Overall, this thermite-based reactive material paste shows great potential as a programmable heat 

source for exothermic brazing.  These RMA’s could replace the fixtures holding the energetic 

material that has previously been used in exothermic brazing, potentially simplifying the process.  

This, combined with sequential-cured and sequential-uncured printing processes, has expanded 

the potential applications of this thermite-based reactive material paste. 
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CHAPTER 6: CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM SIMULATIONS 

 

Introduction 

NASA CEAM uses several equations and assumptions, which are detailed here.  First, all gases 

are assumed ideal, and that interactions between phases are negligible.  These assumptions can 

be considered correct even when small amounts of condensed species are present.  The reactants 

considered for NASA CEAM can be seen below, 

𝐴𝑙 +  𝐹𝑒2𝑂3 + 𝐶𝑎𝑆𝑂4          (2) 

where aluminum is the oxidizer, and both iron oxide and calcium sulfate are the fuel.  Calcium 

sulfate also acts as the binder for additive manufacturing. For NASA CEAM, the salient 

parameters are the oxidizer to fuel ratio (O/F) and the fuel composition.  Since the fuel is 

composed of two components, we can express the fuel composition as weight percent iron oxide 

(Fe2O3). The weight percent calcium sulfate is and weight percent iron oxide must sum to 100%.  

It is important to note that this is the weight percent of the fuel only.  

 

Tested Thermite Compositions 

The work in this dissertation shows several successful thermite compositions.  Table 7 shows 

each thermite composition and its corresponding O/F ratio and weight percent iron oxide. 
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Mass Ratio 

Fe2O3 : Al : CaSO4 
O/F ratio Fuel Weight Percent  Mass Fraction 

Fe2O3 CaSO4 Fe2O3 Al CaSO4 

0:2:3 1.5 0% 100% 0.00 0.40 0.60 

3:2:2 2.5 60% 40% 0.43 0.29 0.29 

3:2:1 2 75% 25% 0.50 0.33 0.17 

3:2:0.5 1.75 85.7% 14.3% 0.55 0.36 0.09 

3:2:0.1 1.55 96.8% 3.2% 0.59 0.39 0.02 

Table 7 – Tested thermite compositions and their corresponding mass ratio, O/F ratio, and weight 

percent Fe2O3 

 

With the goal of evaluating what mixtures were both printable and reactive, an array of variables 

had to be examined independently. Initial reactants were composed of a constant mass of Fe2O3 

and Al, with decreasing levels of calcium sulfate. Each tested condition has a different O/F ratio 

and a different fuel weight percent Fe2O3.  To determine the effects of o/f ratio and weight 

percent Fe2O3, three sets of simulations were calculated.  The first set of simulations tested a 

range of weight percent Fe2O3 from 0-100% and held O/F ratio constant. The second tested a 

range of O/F ratios from 1-3 and held weight percent Fe2O3 constant.  The final simulation tested 

a combination of all O/F ratios from 1-3 and all weight percent Fe2O3 values from 0-100%. 

Simulation results include adiabatic flame temperature, and mass fraction of products. 

 

Adiabatic Flame Temperature and Reaction Rate 

The first parameter examined is adiabatic flame temperature, the temperature from a complete 

combustion assuming constant volume and constant pressure.  Figure 36 shows the adiabatic 

flame temperature for a range of weight percent Fe2O3 and for select isolines of the O/F ratio, 

while Figure 37 shows the adiabatic flame temperatures for a range of O/F ratios and select 

weight percents Fe2O3. 
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Figure 36 - Adiabatic flame temperature (K) with respect to weight percent Fe2O3.  The diamond 

markers indicate experimental conditions 
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Figure 37 - Adiabatic flame temperature (K) with respect to O/F ratio.  The diamond markers 

indicate experimental conditions. 

 

These two figures show noteworthy trends.  Weight percent Fe2O3 and adiabatic flame 

temperature are inversely proportional.  However, the mixtures were not selected to optimize 

adiabatic flame temperature, nor were they selected for specific combinations of O/F ratio or fuel 

weight percent Fe2O3.  These mixtures were selected to test the effects of weight percent CaSO4 

(plaster) on the reaction rate.  Generally, a lower weight percent binder resulted in a faster 

reaction rate, with a decreasing exponential relationship.  This is shown in Figure 38, with the 

diamond markers indicating experimental reaction rates. The line denotes simulation results 

estimated reaction rates for different weight percent CaSO4.  More detail on how this information 
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was obtained is discussed in Chapter III.  As expected, fuel composition and reaction rate are 

correlated, as well as fuel composition and adiabatic flame temperature.  A less intuitive result is 

observed for the relationship between reaction rate and adiabatic flame temperature is shown in 

Figure 39. 

 

Figure 38 - Reaction rate (mm/s) with respect to weight fraction CaSO4.  The diamond markers 

indicate the specific measured cases. 
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Figure 39 - Adiabatic flame temperature (K) vs reaction rate (mm/s).  The diamond markers 

indicate specific cases. 

 

Figure 39 provides insight to the oxidation of the two separate fuels in tandem.  This reaction is 

composed of two separate reactions, aluminum and iron oxide and aluminum and calcium 

sulfate.  The behavior of the overall process is dependent on the dominating reaction.  When the 

calcium sulfate reaction dominates, reaction rates are very slow, but the adiabatic flame 

temperature is very high.  When the iron oxide reaction dominates, temperatures are lower, but 

the reaction rates are orders of magnitude higher.  The figure also shows an interesting 

discontinuity for each O/F ratio simulated.  For each case, the adiabatic flame temperature 
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decreases until reaching this point and then remains fairly constant.  The reaction rate then 

continues to increase despite the nearly constant temperature.   

Figures 40 and 41 show relationships between weight percent binder, reaction rate, and adiabatic 

flame temperature for a series of constant O/F ratios.  Creating mixtures with O/F ratios other 

than those tested will likely result in more information regarding the relationship between 

reaction rate and temperature.  If the experimental case with no iron oxide is neglected, there is a 

measured experimental relationship between O/F ratio and reaction rate, with R2 = 0.99. 

 

 

Figure 40 - Reaction rate (mm/s) with respect to O/F ratio, with the diamond markers indicated 

experimental measurements 
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Once again, this shows a relationship between reaction rate, O/F ratio, and adiabatic flame 

temperature. 

 

 

Figure 41 - Adiabatic flame temperature (K) with respect to reaction rate (mm/s) for a range of o/f 

ratios and fixed weight percent iron oxide.  The diamond markers indicate specific tested cases. 

 

Figure 41 shows that for a given weight percent iron oxide (therefor fixed weight percent binder 

and a variable O/F ratio), reaction rate increases as temperature increases.  This relationship is 

unlikely to increase drastically and infinitely, as the figure shows, but nevertheless the trend 

appears to hold in the experimentally tested range. 
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Phase Changes 

Figures 39 and 41 reveal interesting discontinuities with respect to adiabatic flame temperature 

and reaction rate.  These temperature discontinuities are likely caused by phase changes of major 

species during the reaction. 

 

 

Figure 42 - Mass fraction of species for varying O/F ratios and varying weight percent Fe2O3, with 

a) depicting Al, b) AlO, c) Al2O, and d) Al2O3 (L) 

 

Figure 42 show the mass fraction of aluminum (Al), aluminum (I) oxide (Al2O), aluminum (II) 

oxide (AlO), and the liquid form of aluminum (III) oxide (Al2O3).  Darker areas correspond to 

low mass fraction of the species and the lighter areas correspond to a higher mass fraction.  
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These results illuminate the temperature discontinuities shown in earlier figures (1-2, 4, 6). As 

the excess reactant, aluminum mass fraction is a logical variable to first examine for these 

discontinuities. Three separate bands are observed. The first is a lower plateau near 0.30, which 

turns to a sharp gradient until a mass fraction of roughly 0.5 is reached. Here the third band, an 

upper plateau, begins to extend. Turning to other aluminum compounds – typically unstable 

gaseous intermediates such as AlO and Al2O – the lower plateau of the aluminum surface is 

outlined. The high concentration of intermediates indicates excess energy (therefore high 

temperatures), but do not fully explain the temperature discontinuity. Instead, the leveling of 

temperature is explained by melting of Al2O3 and required energy absorption. 

 

 

Figure 43 - Mass fraction of species for varying O/F ratios and varying weight percent Fe2O3, with 

a) showing Fe and b) showing Fe(L) 

 

Moving to the plateau of aluminum, a similar process occurs. While the reaction temperature is 

greater than that required for Al2O3 to melt, it is not present in liquid form (and is negligible in 

solid form). Alternatively, liquid iron forms. At both high reactant mass fractions of Fe2O3 and 

Al, excess energy in the system again causes phase change for pure iron.  
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Clearly, reaction rate varies with respect to both O/F ratio and with respect to the composition of 

the fuel.  Adiabatic flame temperature varies with respect to O/F ratio and with respect to the 

composition of the fuel.  Ideally, this would result in two guiding surfaces, where an individual 

could select an O/F In addition, the user can select a mixture to limit products to solid and 

gaseous states or to form a liquid intermediate compound to increase heat transfer from the 

reaction.  Further experimental data is required to fully validate and mathematically determine 

reaction rate as a function of both O/F ratio and weight percent Fe2O3.  Adiabatic flame 

temperature with respect to O/F ratio and weight percent Fe2O3 can be seen in Figure 44. 

 

 

Figure 44 - Adiabatic Flame Temperature (K) with respect to o/f ratio and weight percent Fe2O3 
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Figure 44 creates a guideline for selecting an energetic for temperature related characteristics. An 

end-user could select an O/F ratio and a weight percent Fe2O3 based on desired temperature and 

desired printing qualities. 

Products 

NASA CEAM is also capable of predicting the resulting species and mass fractions of said 

species for a given reaction.  Figure 45 shows the predicted species and mass fractions for all 

thermite compositions listed in Table 7. 
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Figure 45 - Predicted species and their corresponding mass fractions for each experimentally tested 

thermite mixture 

 

The predicted species and their corresponding mass fractions show some notable trends.  

Aluminum, aluminum (I) oxide (Al2O), and iron compose the majority of the resulting species in 

all cases except for the sample with no iron oxide.  The sample with 100% weight percent CaSO4 
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has products that are primarily aluminum, aluminum (II) oxide, aluminum (I) oxide, calcium, 

and sulfur.  This difference is due to the lack of iron oxide in the reaction, which contributes in 

part to higher reaction temperature and molten products. 

The species can be predicted for any combination of O/F ratio and weight percent iron oxide.  

For brevity, all predicted species and corresponding mass fractions are not depicted in this work. 

 

Conclusion 

With the aid of thermochemical equilibrium software like CEAM, a wide range of reaction-

specific behavior can be predicted.  This data, combined with experimentally derived data like 

reaction rate, creates a wide range of potential printable, reactive mixtures.  Several conclusions 

can be drawn from this data.  First, adiabatic flame temperature is a function of O/F ratio and 

weight percent Fe2O3, and increases as O/F ratio decreases and as weight percent Fe2O3 

decreases.  Second, reaction rate is a function of both O/F ratio and weight percent Fe2O3.  As 

weight percent Fe2O3 increases, reaction rate increases.  As O/F ratio increases, reaction rate 

decreases.  An experimental fit of reaction rate as a function of both O/F ratio and weight percent 

Fe2O3 is not presented in this work, but is possible given sufficient data.  Therefore, given a 

combination of o/f ratio and weight percent Fe2O3, it is possible to (1) predict both adiabatic 

flame temperature and reaction rate and (2) control or limit intermediate phase change for a 

given mixture.  This, combined with reactive material architectures, represents a programmable 

heat source of a wide range of heat deposition capabilities. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

Conclusions 

Overall, this work represents the foundation of future research in low-cost, novel thermite-based 

architectures.  The processing and applications of the work presented here is not an exhaustive 

list of applications and possibilities.  Rather, this work is an exploration of additive 

manufacturing techniques presented in the context of energetic materials and their joining 

applications.  This work also shows key design considerations when creating RMA’s for any 

applications, but specifically for multi-material printing and joining applications. 

The research presented in Chapter 2 establishes baseline reaction and architecture behavior 

necessary for every other chapter in this dissertation, and for any future research regarding this 

composition.  First, this chapter details the creation and formulation of a thermite paste.  This 

composition detailed in that chapter is generally considered novel, and to the authors knowledge 

has never been printed before.  A key finding in regards to the formulation is the inclusion of 

tartaric acid in the mixture to retard curing.  Without the tartaric acid, the mixture cures too 

quickly to print.  Additional formulation specific properties include cure time, viscosity, and 

printing parameters. 

Chapter 2 also shows fundamental architecture behavior for a specific thermite composition, 

namely parallel and series adjacent ignition.  Parallel and series adjacent ignition, defined as the 

propensity of an ignited section of thermite to cross a gap and ignite a non-ignited section in 

either series or parallel, are a key design parameter.  This phenomenon is dependent on thermite 

composition, cross-sectional area of geometric features, and the spacing of geometric features.  

End-users can design to avoid this functionality, in the application of precision timed fuses or 
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tailored heat deposition, or take advantage of this phenomenon and build in redundancy into their 

reactions.  Interestingly, this work also showed that for the range of tested cross-sectional areas 

the average reaction rate did not change.  The variability of the reaction rate decreased as the 

cross-sectional area increased, which is another important design parameter when creating 

precisely timed systems. 

Part of the research documented in Chapter 3 addressed unique multi-material additive 

manufacturing techniques to create composite energetics.  The quick curing time of the paste, as 

detailed in Chapter 2, makes multi-material prints difficult.  Generally, multi-material prints 

would consist of multiple syringes and multiple nozzles, each consisting of a different 

formulation.  This work shows the viability of a multi-material print from a single syringe and 

documents the unique behavior.  When two materials are layered in a syringe, three distinct 

material regions occur created by the fluid flow within the syringe.  The first region is entirely 

material one, the second region is an intermediate phase of both materials, and the third region is 

entirely the second material.  If a sharp transition is needed in the multi-material structure, then 

the intermediate phase is likely a detriment.  However, this region could be used to create a 

composite with gradient properties at the area of mixed phase flow.  

Additionally, Chapter 3 addresses the reaction properties of composite thermite structures.  A 

new thermite mixture is detailed in this section, with titanium as the oxidizer instead of 

aluminum.  The binder mass fraction was altered for both aluminum-based and titanium-based 

thermite, creating multiple printable mixtures with different reaction rates.  These different 

mixtures were then placed in series and ignited.  Each section of the composite retained its 

unique behavior while still being part of the entire reaction system.  The results of Chapter 3 

pertain to fundamental printing processes and the behavior of these thermite mixtures with 
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respect to the entire system, and therefore lay the groundwork for future applications.  The 

combination of thermite compositions into a composite structure expands the flexibility of 

thermite-based RMA’s, and therefore expands the applications of this material.  A single 

structure composed of very fast reacting thermite and very slow reacting thermite could be used 

to create a variable heat deposition with a simpler architecture or could be used as part of a 

complex timing circuit.  The multi-material printing from a single syringe can also be used as a 

starting point for any highly viscous multi-material printing, not just energetics. 

Chapters 4 and 5 address joining applications using reactive material architectures as a heat 

source.  Chapter 4 shows an initial low-temperature proof of concept.  Initial temperature data 

was measured using a thermocouple through a copper substrate to prevent the thermocouple 

from being destroyed by the high temperatures reached by the thermite reaction.  This data was 

then used to select masses of thermite for copper joining applications seen in both Chapter 4 and 

5. Initial lap joint results showed joints comparable to traditionally soldered joints, but showed 

minor warping from the rapid heating and cooling of the flat copper plate.  However, the pipe 

joints created in Chapter 5 showed no warping or deformation from temperature.   

Chapter 5, in addition to testing high temperature brazing applications, addressed more printing 

techniques and characteristics for the thermite paste.  Very large and high aspect ratio prints were 

created to test the bounds of the printing capabilities.  Traditional syringe printing can result in 

high aspect ratio prints, but are limited by the volume capacity of the syringe.  If a smaller 

capacity syringe is employed, two different print techniques can be used, sequential-uncured 

printing and sequential-cured printing.  The first is multiple immediately sequential prints, each 

being leveled at the end height of the previous print, can be used to created larger structures.  The 

second technique is multiple sequential prints, but the previous layers are allowed to fully cure 
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before starting the second print.  These methods could be used to create large, complex structures 

necessary for the exothermic brazing of unique joints. 

The joints created in Chapter 5 were round, therefore needing a round thermite architecture to 

melt the brazing filler material.  This is perhaps the most important result from both Chapter 4 

and 5: a brazed joint was successfully created via exothermic brazing without a fixture holding 

the energetic around the joint.  Instead, the thermite architecture provided sufficient structure for 

the energetic and held it around the joint during ignition.  This shows that reactive material 

architectures greatly simplify exothermic brazing.  Instead of creating and installing, and then 

removing complex fixtures for every exothermically brazed joint, a single reactive material 

architecture can be used. 

Since Chapter 3 showed multiple successful thermite compositions, it opened the door to a wide 

number of thermite compositions.  Rather than experimentally validate every possible existing 

composition, Chapter 6 uses NASA CEAM to simulate the aluminum-based thermite reaction for 

a wide range of compositions.  A series of plots relating temperature, fuel composition, and O/F 

ratio can be seen in Chapter 6.  This provides a guidance when creating future thermite 

compositions in regards both maximum temperature and reaction rate.  This work, when 

combined with the printing results seen throughout the dissertation, can be used to create 

printable thermite compositions with properties tailored by chemical composition and by 

architecture. 
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Future Work 

Additive Manufacturing 

The most unique advancements in additive manufacturing initially discussed in this work are the 

multi-material printing from a single syringe and the printing of larger structures and structures 

with higher aspect ratios.  Work is still needed in fully quantifying the fluid flow behavior of 

multiple materials within a single syringe.  Changes in syringe design, material viscosity, and 

syringe coating would result in different fluid flows within the syringe.  Changing these 

parameters could eliminate or elongate the intermediate mixed material phase, depending on the 

goals of the user.  This is in addition to efforts in creating and studying architectures that utilize 

multiple materials in a single structure.  Any work in creating larger or more complex structure 

would be beneficial, as it would expand the range of potential architectures.  Efforts applying in-

process height monitoring and other techniques used in concrete 3D printing would likely 

quickly be proven successful due to the similarities of the materials.  The printing limits of this 

material have only begun to be explored, and advancements in similar AM techniques could be 

applied. 

 

Thermite Compositions 

The thermite compositions used in this work were limited to aluminum- or titanium-based 

oxidizers, with iron oxide as the primary considered fuel.  However, these materials were not 

selected for specific reaction behavior.  They were selected because they’re easy to obtain and 

the resulting thermite mixtures are generally considered safe to handle. There is a wide variety of 

valid thermite compositions that could be selected for other specific properties, like gas 
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production or ease of ignition.  These new reaction properties will affect processing parameters, 

but overall could result in new mixtures with new applications.  For example, much of the work 

in this dissertation could be repeated with copper oxide as a fuel, resulting in different reaction 

rates, maximum temperatures, and architectural behavior.  These new behaviors could be used in 

conjunction with chemical equilibrium software to eventually begin to model or predict some of 

this new behavior.  Ideally, a series of guidelines will be established for designing architectures 

for similar thermite compositions. 

 

Joining Applications 

Joining in austere or remote environments has always been a challenge, but thermite-based 

RMA’s present a potential solution.  Any efforts in characterizing heat deposition with respect to 

individual compositions or specific architectures would greatly advance the joining capabilities.  

In addition to specific heat generation and deposition characteristics, this work can be combined 

with existing welding and joining knowledge to study the effects of rapid heating and cooling on 

the relevant joint. Any work in more application-specific joints would also be valuable.  Studies 

could be conducted using larger masses of thermite to conduct field repair or field expedient 

armoring. This research was limited to smaller masses of thermite for safety reasons, but larger 

masses of thermite could be used in higher temperature joining techniques.   
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APPENDIX A: G-CODE 

The following is selected g-code files. All g-code shown here was written by the author, not 

generated by a commercial slicing software. 

3 Layer Circle 

M104 T10  S0 

G21     ; use millimeters 

G90     ; absolute coordinates 

G0 Z5 ; lift head to avoid collisions 

G28 X0 Y0 ; home X and Y 

G92 X0 Y0 ; reset origin: X and Y 

G0 X0 Y0   ; move to desired origin 

G92 X0 Y0 ; reset origin: X and Y 

M83          ; relative extruder coordinates 

;M109 S0  ;wait for temperture to come up. 

M756 S0.5  ;set flow for the first layer please 

 

G21 ; set units to millimeters 

G90 ; use absolute coordinates 

M82 ; use absolute distances for extrusion 

G92 E0 ; reset extrusion distance 

G01 X10.000 Y10.000 Z2 F500   

 

G01 X80 Y120 Z0 F500; layered circles, changing layer height 

G02 X80 Y120 Z0 I13.5 J0 F500 

G02 X80 Y120 Z2 I13.5 J0;1.8 mm layer height 

G02 X80 Y120 Z4 I13.5 J0;1.8 

G02 X80 Y120 Z6 I13.5 J0;1.8 

 

G0 X20 Y20 Z0 

 

G92 E0 ; reset extrusion distance 

M107 ; disable fan 

M107 T10  ; turn off fans and lasers 

M104 S0    ; turn off temperature 

M140 S0   ;turn off the hot bed. 

G91            ; 

G1 Z5.0      ; Drop bed 5mm for extra clearance  

G90            ; absolute 

G28 X0 Y0  ; home X axis 

G92 X0 Y0 ; confirm we are at zero 

M84            ; disable motors 

M30           ; End ofprogra 
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High Aspect Ratio Wall 

G0 X0 Y0   ; move to desired origin 

G92 X0 Y0 ; reset origin: X and Y 

M83          ; relative extruder coordinates 

;M109 S0  ;wait for temperture to come up. 

M756 S0.5  ;set flow for the first layer please 

 

G21 ; set units to millimeters 

G90 ; use absolute coordinates 

M82 ; use absolute distances for extrusion 

G92 E0 ; reset extrusion distance 

G01 X10.000 Y10.000 Z2 F500   

 

G01 X80 Y120 Z0 F500; layered circles, changing layer height 

 

M104 T10  S0 

G21     ; use millimeters 

G90     ; absolute coordinates 

G0 Z5 ; lift head to avoid collisions 

G28 X0 Y0 ; home X and Y 

G92 X0 Y0 ; reset origin: X and Y 

G0 X0 Y0   ; move to desired origin 

G92 X0 Y0 ; reset origin: X and Y 

M83          ; relative extruder coordinates 

;M109 S0  ;wait for temperture to come up. 

M756 S0.5  ;set flow for the first layer please 

 

G21 ; set units to millimeters 

G90 ; use absolute coordinates 

M82 ; use absolute distances for extrusion 

G92 E0 ; reset extrusion distance 

G01 X10.000 Y10.000 Z2 F500   

 

G01 X70 Y120 Z0 F500; l 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z1.8; LAYER 1 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z3.6; LAYER 2 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z5.4; LAYER 3 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z7.2; LAYER 4 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z9.0; LAYER 5 COMPLETED 
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G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z10.8; LAYER 6 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z12.6; LAYER 7 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z14.4; LAYER 8 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z16.2; LAYER 9 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z18; LAYER 10 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z19.8; LAYER 11 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z21.6; LAYER 12 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z23.4; LAYER 13 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z25.2; LAYER 14 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z27; LAYER 15 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z28.8; LAYER 16 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z30.6; LAYER 17 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z32.4; LAYER 18 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z34.2; LAYER 19 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z36; LAYER 20 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120;  

G01 X70 Y120 Z37.8; LAYER 21 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z39.6; LAYER 22 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z41.4; LAYER 23 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z43.2; LAYER 24 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z45; LAYER 25 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z46.8; LAYER 26 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z48.6; LAYER 27 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z50.4; LAYER 28 COMPLETED 
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G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z52.2; LAYER 29 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z54; LAYER 30 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z55.8; LAYER 31 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z57.6; LAYER 32 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z59.4; LAYER 33 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z61.2; LAYER 34 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z63; LAYER 35 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z64.8; LAYER 36 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z66.6; LAYER 37 COMPLETED (THE DEVIL'S LAYER) 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z68.4; LAYER 38 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z70.2; LAYER 39 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z72; LAYER 40 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z73.8; LAYER 41 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z75.6; LAYER 42 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z77.4; LAYER 43 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z79.2; LAYER 44 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z81; LAYER 45 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z82.8; LAYER 46 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z84.6; LAYER 47 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z86.4; LAYER 48 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z88.2; LAYER 49 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z90; LAYER 50 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z91.8; LAYER 51 COMPLETED 
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G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z93.6; LAYER 52 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z95.4; LAYER 53 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z97.2; LAYER 54 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z99; LAYER 55 COMPLTED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z100.8; LAYER 56 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z102.6; LAYER 57 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z104.4; LAYER 58 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z106.2; LAYER 59 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z108; LAYER 60 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z109.8; LAYER 61 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z111.6; LAYER 62 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z113.4; LAYER 63 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z115.2; LAYER 64 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z117; LAYER 65 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z118.8; LAYER 66 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z120.6; LAYER 67 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z122.4; LAYER 68 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z124.2; LAYER 69 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z126; LAYER 70 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z127.8; LAYER 71 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z129.6; LAYER 73 COMPLETED 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z131.4; LAYER 74 COMPLTED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z133.2; LAYER 75 COMPLETED 
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G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z135; LAYER 76 COMPLETED 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z136.8; 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z138.6; 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z140.4; 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z142.2; 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z144; 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z145.8; 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z147.6; 

G01 X70 Y120; 

G01 X70 Y120 Z149.4; 

G01 X0 Y120; 

G01 X0 Y120 Z151.2; 

 

G92 E0 ; reset extrusion distance 

M107 ; disable fan 

M107 T10  ; turn off fans and lasers 

M104 S0    ; turn off temperature 

M140 S0   ;turn off the hot bed. 

G91            ; 

G1 Z5.0      ; Drop bed 5mm for extra clearance  

G90            ; absolute 

G28 X0 Y0  ; home X axis 

G92 X0 Y0 ; confirm we are at zero 

M84            ; disable motors 

M30           ; End ofprogram 
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Layered Print for Soldering 

M104 T10  S0 

G21     ; use millimeters 

G90     ; absolute coordinates 

G0 Z5 ; lift head to avoid collisions 

G28 X0 Y0 ; home X and Y 

G92 X0 Y0 ; reset origin: X and Y 

G0 X0 Y0   ; move to desired origin 

G92 X0 Y0 ; reset origin: X and Y 

M83          ; relative extruder coordinates 

;M109 S0  ;wait for temperture to come up. 

M756 S0.5  ;set flow for the first layer please 

 

G21 ; set units to millimeters 

G90 ; use absolute coordinates 

M82 ; use absolute distances for extrusion 

G92 E0 ; reset extrusion distance 

G0 Z5 

G0 X80.000 Y100.000     F2500     

 

G0 Z0.5 F250 

 

;LAYER 1 POSITION 2 

G1 X10 Y90 Z0 

G1 X60 Y90 

G1 X60 Y92.4 

G1 X10 Y92.4 

G1 X10 Y94.8 

G1 X60 Y94.8 

G1 X62.4 Y94.8 

G1 X62.4 Y90 

 

;LAYER 2 POSITION 2 

G1 X10 Y90 Z1.4 

G1 X60 Y90 

G1 X60 Y92.4 

G1 X10 Y92.4 

G1 X10 Y94.8 

G1 X60 Y94.8 

G1 X62.4 Y94.8 

G1 X62.4 Y90 

 

  

G92 E0 ; reset extrusion distance 

M107 ; disable fan 
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M107 T10  ; turn off fans and lasers 

M104 S0    ; turn off temperature 

M140 S0   ;turn off the hot bed. 

G91            ; 

G1 Z5.0      ; Drop bed 5mm for extra clearance  

G90            ; absolute 

G28 X0 Y0  ; home X axis 

G92 X0 Y0 ; confirm we are at zero 

M84            ; disable motors 

M30           ; End ofprogram 
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Army Star 

M104 T10  S0 

G21     ; use millimeters 

G90     ; absolute coordinates 

G0 Z5 ; lift head to avoid collisions 

G28 X0 Y0 ; home X and Y 

G92 X0 Y0 ; reset origin: X and Y 

G0 X0 Y0   ; move to desired origin 

G92 X0 Y0 ; reset origin: X and Y 

M83          ; relative extruder coordinates 

;M109 S0  ;wait for temperture to come up. 

M756 S0.5  ;set flow for the first layer please 

 

 

G21 ; set units to millimeters 

G90 ; use absolute coordinates 

M82 ; use absolute distances for extrusion 

G92 E0 ; reset extrusion distance 

G0 Z5 

G0 X80.000 Y100.000     F2500     

 

G0 Z0.5 F250 

 

G1 X48.5 Y134.25 Z0.00 

G1 X58.25 Y102.75  

G1 X32.25 Y81.75 

G1 X64.25 Y81.75 

G1 X74 Y52.25 

G1 X84 Y81.75 

G1 X117.5 Y81.75 

G1 X92 Y102.75 

G1 X101.25 Y134.25 

G1 X74 Y115.25 

G1 X46 Y138 

G1 X56 Y104 

G1 X27.5 Y79.5 

G1 X63.25 Y79.5 

G1 X74 Y48 

G1 X84 Y79.5 

G1 X122 Y79.5 

G1 X94.5 Y103.5 

G1 X104 Y138 

G1 X74 Y117.5 

G1 X46 Y138 
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G1 X48.5 Y134.25 Z1.4 

G1 X58.25 Y102.75  

G1 X32.25 Y81.75 

G1 X64.25 Y81.75 

G1 X74 Y52.25 

G1 X84 Y81.75 

G1 X117.5 Y81.75 

G1 X92 Y102.75 

G1 X101.25 Y134.25 

G1 X74 Y115.25 

G1 X46 Y138 

G1 X56 Y104 

G1 X27.5 Y79.5 

G1 X63.25 Y79.5 

G1 X74 Y48 

G1 X84 Y79.5 

G1 X122 Y79.5 

G1 X94.5 Y103.5 

G1 X104 Y138 

G1 X74 Y117.5 

G1 X46 Y138 

 

G1 X48.5 Y134.25 Z2.8 

G1 X58.25 Y102.75  

G1 X32.25 Y81.75 

G1 X64.25 Y81.75 

G1 X74 Y52.25 

G1 X84 Y81.75 

G1 X117.5 Y81.75 

G1 X92 Y102.75 

G1 X101.25 Y134.25 

G1 X74 Y115.25 

G1 X46 Y138 

G1 X56 Y104 

G1 X27.5 Y79.5 

G1 X63.25 Y79.5 

G1 X74 Y48 

G1 X84 Y79.5 

G1 X122 Y79.5 

G1 X94.5 Y103.5 

G1 X104 Y138 

G1 X74 Y117.5 

G1 X46 Y138 

  

G92 E0 ; reset extrusion distance 
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M107 ; disable fan 

M107 T10  ; turn off fans and lasers 

M104 S0    ; turn off temperature 

M140 S0   ;turn off the hot bed. 

G91            ; 

G1 Z5.0      ; Drop bed 5mm for extra clearance  

G90            ; absolute 

G28 X0 Y0  ; home X axis 

G92 X0 Y0 ; confirm we are at zero 

M84            ; disable motors 

M30           ; End ofprogram 
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VUWAL 

M104 T10  S0 

G21     ; use millimeters 

G90     ; absolute coordinates 

G0 Z5 ; lift head to avoid collisions 

G28 X0 Y0 ; home X and Y 

G92 X0 Y0 ; reset origin: X and Y 

G0 X0 Y0   ; move to desired origin 

G92 X0 Y0 ; reset origin: X and Y 

M83          ; relative extruder coordinates 

;M109 S0  ;wait for temperture to come up. 

M756 S0.5  ;set flow for the first layer please 

 

 

G21 ; set units to millimeters 

G90 ; use absolute coordinates 

M82 ; use absolute distances for extrusion 

G92 E0 ; reset extrusion distance 

G0 Z5 

G0 X80.000 Y100.000     F2500     

 

G0 Z0.5 F250 

 

G1 X10.000 Y60.000 Z0.0 

G1 X17.600 Y60.000 

G1 X10.000 Y110.000 

G1 X12.400 Y110.000 

G1 X20.000 Y62.400 

G1 X27.600 Y110.000 

G1 X30.000 Y110.000 

G1 X22.400 Y60.000 

G1 X42.600 Y60.000 

G1 X37.000 Y70.000 

G1 X37.000 Y110.000 

G1 X39.400 Y110.000 

G1 X39.400 Y72.400 

G1 X45.000 Y64.800 

G1 X50.600 Y72.400 

G1 X50.600 Y110.000 

G1 X53.000 Y110.000 

G1 X53.000 Y70.000 

G1 X47.400 Y60.000 

G1 X67.000 Y60.000 

G1 X60.000 Y110.000 

G1 X62.400 Y110.000 
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G1 X69.400 Y70.000 

G1 X73.000 Y85.000 

G1 X76.600 Y70.000 

G1 X81.200 Y110.000 

G1 X83.600 Y110.000 

G1 X78.400 Y60.000 

G1 X90.000 Y60.000 

G1 X97.600 Y110.000 

G1 X100.000 Y110.000 

G1 X107.600 Y60.000 

G1 X115.000 Y60.000 

G1 X115.000 Y110.000 

G1 X117.400 Y110.000 

G1 X117.400 Y62.400 

G1 X127.400 Y62.400 

G1 X127.400 Y60.000 

G1 X135.000 Y60.000 

G1 X135.000 Y57.600 

G1 X7.600 Y57.600 

G1 X7.600 Y60.000 

 

G1 X10.000 Y60.000 Z1.4 

G1 X17.600 Y60.000 

G1 X10.000 Y110.000 

G1 X12.400 Y110.000 

G1 X20.000 Y62.400 

G1 X27.600 Y110.000 

G1 X30.000 Y110.000 

G1 X22.400 Y60.000 

G1 X42.600 Y60.000 

G1 X37.000 Y70.000 

G1 X37.000 Y110.000 

G1 X39.400 Y110.000 

G1 X39.400 Y72.400 

G1 X45.000 Y64.800 

G1 X50.600 Y72.400 

G1 X50.600 Y110.000 

G1 X53.000 Y110.000 

G1 X53.000 Y70.000 

G1 X47.400 Y60.000 

G1 X67.000 Y60.000 

G1 X60.000 Y110.000 

G1 X62.400 Y110.000 

G1 X69.400 Y70.000 

G1 X73.000 Y85.000 

G1 X76.600 Y70.000 
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G1 X81.200 Y110.000 

G1 X83.600 Y110.000 

G1 X78.400 Y60.000 

G1 X90.000 Y60.000 

G1 X97.600 Y110.000 

G1 X100.000 Y110.000 

G1 X107.600 Y60.000 

G1 X115.000 Y60.000 

G1 X115.000 Y110.000 

G1 X117.400 Y110.000 

G1 X117.400 Y62.400 

G1 X127.400 Y62.400 

G1 X127.400 Y60.000 

G1 X135.000 Y60.000 

G1 X135.000 Y57.600 

G1 X7.600 Y57.600 

G1 X7.600 Y60.000 

 

G1 X10.000 Y60.000 Z2.8 

G1 X17.600 Y60.000 

G1 X10.000 Y110.000 

G1 X12.400 Y110.000 

G1 X20.000 Y62.400 

G1 X27.600 Y110.000 

G1 X30.000 Y110.000 

G1 X22.400 Y60.000 

G1 X42.600 Y60.000 

G1 X37.000 Y70.000 

G1 X37.000 Y110.000 

G1 X39.400 Y110.000 

G1 X39.400 Y72.400 

G1 X45.000 Y64.800 

G1 X50.600 Y72.400 

G1 X50.600 Y110.000 

G1 X53.000 Y110.000 

G1 X53.000 Y70.000 

G1 X47.400 Y60.000 

G1 X67.000 Y60.000 

G1 X60.000 Y110.000 

G1 X62.400 Y110.000 

G1 X69.400 Y70.000 

G1 X73.000 Y85.000 

G1 X76.600 Y70.000 

G1 X81.200 Y110.000 

G1 X83.600 Y110.000 

G1 X78.400 Y60.000 
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G1 X90.000 Y60.000 

G1 X97.600 Y110.000 

G1 X100.000 Y110.000 

G1 X107.600 Y60.000 

G1 X115.000 Y60.000 

G1 X115.000 Y110.000 

G1 X117.400 Y110.000 

G1 X117.400 Y62.400 

G1 X127.400 Y62.400 

G1 X127.400 Y60.000 

G1 X135.000 Y60.000 

G1 X135.000 Y57.600 

G1 X7.600 Y57.600 

G1 X7.600 Y60.000 

 

 

  

G92 E0 ; reset extrusion distance 

M107 ; disable fan 

M107 T10  ; turn off fans and lasers 

M104 S0    ; turn off temperature 

M140 S0   ;turn off the hot bed. 

G91            ; 

G1 Z5.0      ; Drop bed 5mm for extra clearance  

G90            ; absolute 

G28 X0 Y0  ; home X axis 

G92 X0 Y0 ; confirm we are at zero 

M84            ; disable motors 

M30           ; End ofprogram 


